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ABSTRACT 
The Macintosh Hierarchical File System Plus, HFS +, or as it is commonly referred to as 
the Mac Operating System, OS, Extended, was introduced in 1998 with Mac OS X 8.1. HFS+  is 
an update to HFS, Mac OS Standard format that offers more efficient use of disk space, 
implements international friendly file names, future support for named forks, and facilitates 
booting on non-Mac OS operating systems through different partition schemes. 
The HFS+ file system is efficient, yet, complex. It makes use of B-trees to implement key 
data structures for maintaining meta-data about folders, files, and data. 
The implementation of what happens within HFS+ at volume format, or when folders, 
files, and data are created, moved, or deleted is largely a mystery to those who are not 
programmers. The vast majority of information on this subject is relegated to documentation in 
books, papers, and online content that direct the reader to C code, libraries, and include files. If 
one can’t interpret the complex C or Perl code implementations the opportunity to understand the 
workflow within HFS+ is less than adequate to develop a basic understanding of the internals 
and how they work. 
The basic concepts learned from this research will facilitate a better understanding of the 
HFS+ file system and journal as changes resulting from the adding and deleting files or folders 
are applied in a controlled, easy to follow, process.  
The primary tool used to examine the file system changes is a proprietary command line 
interface, CLI, tool called fileXray.  This tool is actually a custom implementation of the HFS+ 
file system that has the ability to examine file system, meta-data, and data level information that 
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isn’t available in other tools.  We will also use Apple’s command line interface tool, Terminal, 
the WinHex graphical user interface, GUI, editor, The Sleuth Kit command line tools and 
DiffFork 1.1.9 help to document and illustrate the file system changes. 
The processes used to document the pristine and changed versions of the file system, with 
each experiment, are very similar such that the output files are identical with the exception of the 
actual change.  Keeping the processes the same enables baseline comparisons using a diff tool 
like DiffFork. Side by side and line by line comparisons of the allocation, extents overflow, 
catalog, and attributes files will help identify where the changes occurred. 
The target device in this experiment is a two-gigabyte Universal Serial Bus, USB, thumb 
drive formatted with Global Unit Identifier, GUID, and Partition Table.  Where practical, HFS+ 
special files and data structures will be manually parsed; documented, and illustrated.  
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
This research discusses, dissects, and tests the HFS+ file system in a way that provides 
valuable insight for anyone interested in understanding the low level organization of data and 
data structures of the file system.  The primary focus, however, is to aide in the analysis of 
evidence acquired in a digital investigation. According to Brian Carrier (2009), “A digital 
investigation is a process where we develop and test hypotheses that answer questions about 
digital events. This is done using the scientific method where we develop a hypothesis using 
evidence that we find and then test the hypothesis by looking for additional evidence that shows 
the hypothesis is impossible. Digital evidence is a digital object that contains reliable information 
that supports or refutes a hypothesis (Kindle Locations 459-462).  
In order for digital evidence to be useful in a courtroom, counsel must be able to show 
that it, the digital evidence, is what it is purported to be.  The discipline that provides the 
expertise and techniques necessary to ensure the integrity of digital evidence is known as Digital 
Forensics.  The application of science to answer the legal community’s questions about digital 
evidence is one definition of Digital Forensics.    
Considering that digital evidence is the result of a digital investigation, understanding the 
framework around the process becomes important to understanding this purpose of this research.  
Brian Carrier (2009) describes a framework in which there are three major phases to a digital 
investigation; The System Preservation Phase, Evidence Searching Phase, and Event 
Reconstruction Phase. 
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Digital forensic techniques are used in each of the phases.  In the first phase, the digital 
media is forensically preserved and authenticated.  The goal is to obtain an exact duplicate of the 
digital content without altering the state of the evidence. In some cases minimal alteration of the 
evidence is necessary, but, must be thoroughly documented.  
In the second phase, the forensic copy of the media is processed, or, searched, to either 
support or refute the hypothesis.  An example hypothesis may be, “malware was not placed on 
the system by an attacker illegally accessing the server”.  In this example, the search would be to 
find digital objects that either support the hypothesis, or, not.   
The data or digital objects may or may not have been deleted by the user or an 
application.  The investigator needs to find and recover the data regardless of its state.  With the 
size of electronic storage devices rapidly increasing, 2 terabytes is not uncommon, knowing 
where to look for data on the physical device is important.  However, some file systems, such as 
HFS+, implement functionality that may assist in the search for data, deleted or not.  Journaling 
is one such functionality.  The files system uses journaling to track the meta-data related groups 
of transactions.  Understanding how and where the file system stores this meta-data can help 
recover deleted data, thus, moving the digital investigation along. This text provides knowledge 
that an investigator may need to thoroughly process digital media that is formatted with the 
HFS+ file system.   
The goal of the third phase is to use the digital objects, events and files, found in the 
searching phase to reconstruct a timeline and profile of events that illustrate the state of the 
system at the time of acquisition. To accomplish the task required for each phase, the digital 
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forensics investigator has to understand the operating system, OS, and associated file system.  
There are many different OS file system combination.  However, file systems all do the same 
thing.  They are software that controls how files or data are organized and maintained on the 
computer.  The computer’s operating system knows how to use the file system.  An operating 
system typically includes a file system at install.   
An electronic storage device may be formatted with more than one file system.  Each file 
system is segregated in physical or logical partitions.  Digital forensics investigators know how 
to analyze an electronic storage device to determine how it is partitioned. 
That takes us back to the topic of this research and understanding how to apply the three 
phases of a digital investigation to the HFS+ file system.  In the next sections, we will walk 
through current literature, methodology, and tools used to preserve and search the HFS+ file 
system. 
The meta-data for files and folders created on a Mac OS X extended, HFS+, journal 
enabled volume are stored  in structures called B-trees, or, balanced tree structures.  All HFS+ 
volumes implement 3 B-tree structures that are special files not visible to a user in Terminal or in 
Finder.  These special B-trees are the attributes, extents overflow, and the catalog files. The 
HFS+ file systems has three additional special data structures, not visible to users and are 
important in understanding the file system; the allocation bitmap, the startup file, and the file 
system journal if enabled.   The latter three structures are not B-trees. 
When files or folders are deleted from the volume, the pointers to previous data structures 
or extents are replaced with new pointers.  Then, the volume allocation blocks containing the 
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data are marked as available in the allocation bitmap.  The pointers could be the same, but, there 
is no guarantee. However, the data structures containing user folders, files, and the data are still 
available in unallocated blocks. The challenge is how to locate and extract the unallocated blocks 
containing the deleted files and folders. The usual options of data carving and keyword searches 
are good and will work, but, continuity with other non-contiguous extents may not be apparent or 
recognized.   
A thorough understanding of how HFS+ implements the creation and deletion of files and 
folders is important to a digital forensic investigator that wants, or needs, to parse an image and 
methodically identify and extract data as it was logically linked in the file system. Specifically 
important to data recovery is the file system journal. Understanding how transactions are 
recorded in the journal and then written to the file system is essential in identifying and 
recovering deleted files and folders.   
This is essential knowledge when explaining how a tool implements functionality used in 
an investigation. Finally, knowing how to test a forensic tool with an HFS+ implementation 
would require this level of knowledge at a minimum. 
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 
The literature cited in this report discusses the format and implementation of HFS+, 
various partition schemes, and previous research on the topic of recovery of deleted files and 
folders in an HFS+ volume. They each have a special focus, however together; they are relevant 
in forming a basis for the proposed thesis topic. 
The foundational documentation that is referenced in most of the cited references is 
Technical Note: TN1150 HFS Plus Volume Format.  This is the official technical source 
document that Apple has made available to the public. “This Technote describes the on-disk 
format for an HFS Plus volume” (Mac OS X Reference Library 2004).  This literature is a 
complete technical reference for the format of the HFS+ and HFSX file systems.  An overview 
of the primary differences between HFS and HFS+ are discussed.  Core concepts, the volume 
header, and special files such as the Allocation Bitmap, Catalog, Extents Overflow, Attributes, 
and the Startup files are discussed in detail.  The concept of searching B-trees is discussed briefly 
as three of the core special files, Catalog, Attributes, and Extents Overflow, are B-tree 
implementations.  TN1150 discusses the file system journal in terms of concept, layout, and 
implementation within HFS+.  
Because HFS+ implements its core files as B-tree, balanced tree, implementations more 
discussion about them is necessary to ensure an appropriate conceptual context is set for the 
remainder of this text. 
The concept of the B-tree was introduced by R Bayer and E. M. McCreight in the 1972 
publication Organization and Maintenance of Large Ordered Indexes. The purpose of the B-tree 
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is to solve the “…problem of organizing and maintaining an index for a dynamically changing 
random access file. By an index we mean a collection of index elements which are pairs (x, 
a)…namely a key x and some associated information a”. (Bayer, R., McCreight, E., 1972)  In 
essence, the B-tree is a programmatic implementation that organizes indexes, of fixed size, into 
nodes, that point to data records that can grow and contract while maintaining optimum 
performance.  In HFS+, B-trees are organized into four types of nodes; Header, Map, Index, and 
Leaf nodes. The size of an HFS+ B-tree node must be power of 2 from 512 through 32,768, 
inclusive. (Mac OS X Reference Library 2004)  A deeper understanding of the origin of B-trees 
can be gained from the work of R Bayer and E. M. McCreight. The online article, B-Trees: 
Balanced Tree Data Structures, by Peter Neubauer coupled with the discussion in TN1150 
provide more current discussion and information on B-trees and how they are implemented 
within the HFS+ file system. 
A key focus of this work is to develop an in-depth understanding of the HFS+ special 
files and journal through discussion, documentation and illustration. That knowledge may help 
make the recovery of deleted files and folders more likely.  TN1150’s detailed layout of the 
volume format will provide the conceptual technical knowledge and physical description 
necessary to understand and illustrate the research. 
Brian Carrier briefly discusses HFS+ in his text, File Systems Forensic Analysis.  He 
provides more information on the physical layout, analysis concepts of digital media along with 
examples of the Apple Partition Map and how to find or access an HFS+ volume.  Brian 
Carrier’s work contributes to the thesis topic by providing an understanding of how to identify 
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partitions and file systems on a physical storage device while applying the fundamentals of 
digital analysis and investigation. Additionally, Carrier’s open source code implementation of 
The Sleuth Kit, TSK, proved helpful in the preliminary research project. TSK code is open 
source, thus, one can download and compile the source and actually watch the code parse the 
HFS + file system with a debugging tool.  This presented an effective way to follow the B-tree 
implementation. The observations were helpful in building an understanding of how files and 
folders are created, looked up, and ultimately created, deleted, or recovered? 
Craiger and Burke’s paper on Mac OS Forensics provides a summary discussion on the 
implementation of the HFS+ file system along with considerations that a digital forensic 
investigator would need to know and or become familiar with.  They discuss how the HFS+ file 
system stores data in structures known as extents and how one might approach data recovery.  
They offer an example scenario and summary algorithm for recovery of the entire B-tree catalog 
file. The HFS+ content in the paper is a brief summary of its implementation.  An investigator 
looking for real information that will help one parse an HFS+ volume will not be successful 
following the examples. This research will provide more detail along with illustrative examples 
of how this is accomplished. 
Amit Singh, in his text Mac OS X Internals: A Systems Approach offers a very technical, 
programmatic, perspective on the highly complex layers of Mac OS X from the kernel to file 
data.  Singh’s text, specifically chapters eleven “File Systems” and twelve “The HFS Plus File 
System” provide a HFS+ implementation body of knowledge that is based on the volume format 
specifications provided in TN1150.  Singh’s primary mode of illustrating and explaining the 
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concepts of HFS+ are through C code implementations.  However, in several instances, he does 
describe the fundamental concepts of the volume format, data structures, volume header, and 
special files such as the catalog, attributes, extents overflow, allocation, and startup files in great 
detail.  Carrier and Singh’s texts, along with TN1150, are the foundational HFS+ technical 
references for this research project. 
Amit Singh is also the author of a proprietary tool, fileXray that “… is a powerful, 
versatile, extensible, and safe command-line tool for analyzing, dissecting, monitoring, 
scavenging, and performing forensic investigation on HFS+ file system volumes. fileXray even 
has features that are not specific to HFS+ but are generally useful to file system forensics and 
debugging.” (Iohead 2011)  This tool will be a key resource in the analysis and illustration of the 
experiments conducted in the research involved with the thesis work.  It is essentially a custom 
implementation of the HFS+ file system that has built-in functionality enabling analysis within 
HFS+ that would otherwise be unavailable.  Explicit inspection of changes to core HFS+ 
structures, special files, meta-data, and the journal are possible with the fileXray tool.   
Performing an experiment with deleted files and folders, documenting the changes with fileXray, 
then, illustrating them in a hex editor is a collection of information that is not readily available to 
digital forensic practitioners. .  
Interestingly, even with the vast knowledge of all things Mac and Apple that Singh 
demonstrates in his text, unless one is a seasoned C programmer, translating the concepts in the 
book into information an examiner can use in parsing an HFS+ image is not practical.  This 
research and discussion  will help to bridge that gap by connecting the assumed knowledge gap 
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most investigators (non-programmers) will face when examining, or testing tools, on a physical 
image of an HFS+ volume. 
While fileXray is the tool of choice for this research, it is important to note that other 
command line interface; CLI, and graphical user interface, GUI, tools do provide the ability to 
examine an HFS+ volume at various levels of granularity. 
Examples of GUI applications that provide the same, or similar, functionality as was 
leveraged from fileXray in this text: 
1) BlackBag Technologies BlackLight 
2) BlackBag Technologies Macintosh Forensic Suite and MacQuisition 
3) Subrosasoft MacForensicLab 
4) Mac Marshal from ATC-NY 
5) Forensic Toolkit from AccessData 
Additionally, there is another command line tool that appears to implement functions that 
provide inspection of the HFS+ core files, however, have less detail in the output than fileXray. 
The tool, hinfo, offered by Ryan R. Kubasiak, Jesse Varsalone, and Sean Morrisse in their book, 
Mac OS X, IPod, and IPhone Forensic Analysis DVD Toolkit, does offer a limited ability to 
iterate through the core files of HFS+ 
Chris Myers article, Apple's Transition from Apple Partition Map to the GUID Partition 
Table, offers some basic insight into the GUID Partition Table, GPT, and the Apple Partition 
Map, APM, partition schemes. He covers the primary differences in the two schemes while 
adding commentary on the advantages and disadvantages of each scheme. 
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The information in Chris Myers article is key in that the full format and on disk layout of 
the Apple Partition Map and GUID Partition Table schemes are clearly laid out and explained. 
HFS+ is typically the default file system found on both schemes when implemented on a system 
that runs on Mac OS X. This is also valuable information for examiner that would need to make 
sense of the various partition schemes as part of an examination or tool test. 
The implementation of journaling within HFS+ offers another opportunity in the 
identification and recovery of deleted data.  If enabled, the file system journal can be very 
helpful in the recovery of files, folders, and data.  The article, using the HFS+ journal for deleted 
file recovery, by Burghardt and Feldman discusses a methodology, if volume journaling is 
enabled, to find and recover deleted files and folders. The work in this article closely follows the 
scope of the research in this text with regard to the journals role in recovery of files and folders.  
Published in 2008, the HFS+ file system is largely unchanged from Mac OS X 10.5.x in 2008 to 
Mac OS X 10.6.8 in 2011.  OS X Lion was released in the Summer of 2011.  Interestingly, the 
methodology to locate deleted files and folders is based on the technical support of TN1150, 
Singh’s text (2006), and the usage of Singh’s fileXray predecessor, hfsdebug tool.  Since the 
publishing of Burghardt and Feldman’s article in 2008, Singh released the fileXray tool and his 
text has been through a second printing.  The fileXray tool will add a layer of abstraction to this 
research, with regard to journal introspection and analysis, that wasn’t available to the authors in 
2008.  Additionally, fileXray offers functionality to scavenge for deleted file content and to trawl 
a volume using arbitrary signature matching.  Both of which will be leveraged in the experiments 
within the scope of thesis. The fileXray users’ guide provides insight and instruction on how to 
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leverage the fileXray tool’s custom implementation of the HFS+ file system to dissect and 
analyze the journal and the B-tree structures at a level implemented by no other tool at this point. 
The preeminent body of knowledge and authority on the testing and validation of 
computer forensic tools is located within the National Institute of Standards and Technology, 
NIST, Computer Forensics Tool Testing, CFTT, program. A primary goal of the CFTT is to 
provide “…a measure of assurance that the tools used in the investigations of computer-related 
crimes produce valid results.” (National Institute of Standards and Technology 2011)  CFTT has 
a defined framework to develop functional test specifications and test processes for a broad range 
of computer forensic tools, “The testing methodology developed by NIST is functionality driven. 
The activities of forensic investigations are separated into discrete functions or categories, such 
as hard disk write protection, disk imaging, string searching, etc. A test methodology is then 
developed for each category. Currently we have developed a methodology for disk imaging tools 
and are developing a methodology for software hard disk write blocking tools. Deleted file 
recovery tools will be the next category for development of a test methodology. “(National 
Institute of Standards and Technology 2011) 
The fileXray is not currently a tool that CFTT has tested, or at least has not posted 
content on functional testing or the results of such an exercise.  Thus, the assumption moving 
forward in this work is that CFTT hasn’t tested fileXray.  CFTT focuses on specific functional 
areas, for example, disk imaging, write blockers, string searching.  The fileXray has many 
functions.  As stated early in this text, it is a custom implementation of the HFS+ file system.  
The ability to root out deleted file and folder meta-data, data, while introspecting files and the 
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journal are but a few of the functional abilities of the tool.  The fileXray User Guide tells us that 
“…fileXray is a powerful, versatile, extensible, and safe command-line tool for analyzing, 
dissecting, monitoring, scavenging, and performing forensic investigation on HFS+ file system 
volumes. FileXray even has features that are not specific to HFS+ but are generally useful to file 
system forensics and debugging.” With the CFTT yet to develop a testing framework for deleted 
file recovery tools, perhaps, fileXray will be considered as a good candidate for the initial 
iteration of development of a test specification and process. 
There is little documentation in the public domain that provides a measure of testing 
validity for the output of fileXray.  However, as will be apparent in the Methodology section of 
this research, the validation process used for specific fileXray functions, adheres to the spirit of 
the CFTT Tool Test process listed below, (National Institute of Standards and Tools, 2011) 
1. NIST acquires the tool to be tested. 
2. NIST reviews the tool documentation. 
3. NIST selects relevant test cases depending on features supported by the tool. 
4. NIST develops test strategy. 
5. NIST executes tests 
6. NIST produces test report. 
7. Steering Committee reviews test report. 
8. Vendor reviews test report. 
9. NIST posts support software to web. 
10. NIJ posts test report to web. 
 
The validation, illustration, and discussion of fileXray’s output with regard to specific 
functions is an important step in ensuring the information reported by fileXray is, in fact, what is 
says it is. This research takes positive step in providing a measure of validity for those functions 
in fileXray that were manually validated using a hex editor, WinHex.  In addition, 
documentation or articles focusing on the exposition and discussion of the HFS+ special files 
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and journal are scarce with the exception of a few texts such as Singh’s work, Mac OS X 
Internals: A Systems Approach.  The work presented here will be available to anyone who would 
like to better the special files and journal of the HFS+ file system. 
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY 
Goals 
The general goals of this research, defined below, will be focused on the HFS Plus file 
system, journaling enabled, as implemented by Mac OS X 10.6.8/ 
1) Understand/document HFS+ file system data structures. 
2) Understand/document changes to HFS+ file system when file/folders are created or 
deleted. 
3) Understand the Impact of Volume Reformat the Journal and Data Recovery 
4) Validation of the fileXray tool. 
Technology and Research System 
The test platform host is an Apple MacBook Pro with a 2.3 GHz Intel Core I7 processor 
and 8 GB of random access memory, RAM. The host will run a virtual machine host, VMware 
Fusion 3.1.2, and leverage two guest operating systems; Windows XP Home Edition Service 
Pack 3 and Ubuntu 10.04 LTS.  The guest OSs will be leveraged for specific tools and as 
“sandbox” environments to test hypothesis. This will be done with the assistance of fileXray 
version 1.1.0, the Eclipse IDE for C/C++ Developers debugger, Service Release 2, and source 
code from The Sleuth Kit, TSK version 3.2.1.  The latter two are open source, at the latest 
version, and freely available for this purpose. The fileXray software was created and developed 
by Amit Singh and commercially distributed by iohead LLC. This software is a custom, 
sophisticated implementation of HFS+ with implementations that provide a broad capability to 
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look inside the HFS+ file system.  This will be useful when testing and measuring physical 
logical changes to the journal, allocation bitmap, and meta-data within the B-tree files as files 
and folders are created and deleted. 
Walking through the HFS+ file system by leveraging the introspection capabilities of 
fileXray and observing the algorithms implemented by TSK source code, and shared libraries, 
will provide a window into the HFS+ implementation. One can literally walk through the 
opening of a raw image, identification and parsing an HFS+ volume within an image and follow 
the code through the file system 
Understanding how the file system allocates space, updates core structures, and the 
timing of those activities will require a software implementation that has the ability to provide a 
snap shot the file system before and after changes.  The fileXray has ability to compare bit-by-bit 
changes in the file system post change.  When the changes have been tested, analyzed, and 
documented on the physical media, they will be illustrated, where practical, using WinHex 
version 16.2 as a visual aide.   
Scope of Experiments 
The four goals above outline the key area of focus, or, what we want to achieve from this 
research.  The HFS+ file system is large and complex, so, the question of what to test has to be 
addressed.  Changes to the file system that would be of interest to a digital forensic examiner or 
someone who has an interest in how the core data structures are updated, or not, is the scope of 
this work.  The file systems B-trees, allocation file, and journal will be the primary focus. 
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Understanding how and when meta-data is changed or overwritten is vital in understanding how 
deleted files and folders may, or may not, be recovered. 
As was previously stated, the fileXray tool was chosen, as the tool that can provide the 
level of introspection and analysis will help accomplish the goals of this research.  The tool itself 
is a custom implementation of the HFS+ file system. It provides unique capabilities to look into 
the volume header, catalog, allocation, and journal.  The following specific fileXray commands 
will be part of the baseline and change experiment process.  
1) fileXray --device --volume_header 
2) fileXray --device --btree catalog --list_records none 
3) fileXray --device --btree extents --list_records none 
4) fileXray --device --btree attributes --list_records none  
5) fileXray --device--allocation --exhaustive 
6) fileXray --device ../images/changedn.dd --journal_names 
7) fileXray --device ../images/changedn.dd --btree catalog  --list_records any  
To help with observations of the catalog file and volume partition layout, two well vetted  
commands from Brian Carriers open source forensic tool, The Sleuth Kit, were leveraged.  The 
mmls command provides a snapshot of the physical layout of the target storage device. The fls 
command will help to identify and illustrate incremental changes to the catalog file. 
For the initial baseline and experiments measuring change, these commands will form the 
foundation of data that is incrementally compared from baseline to the final experiments on the 
journal.  Observation and measurement of the incremental changes with the data structures 
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introspected by the fileXray is a core concept of this work.  The test scenarios are simple by 
design.  The goal is to understand the basics of how the file system manages data and meta-data 
through the addition and deletion of data.  Simple scenarios provide an opportunity to take 
snapshots that can be analyzed and applied to more complex situations. The eleven test scenarios 
for this research were selected based on their ability to provide the type of information needed to 
appropriately measure change to the HFS+ core files and journals.  Adding, deleting, moving, 
and renaming are the primary use cases that will provide the necessary activity to change the 
core files.  The experiments provide those include scenarios where the above activities are 
observed and measured.   The test scenarios also consider the vector of change, such as, from a 
command line, a GUI, etc.  Any subtle differences in the changes to the core files based on the 
vector of change would be relevant. 
File System Experiment Assumptions and Standards 
Experiments establishing a baseline and changing the file system will use the following 
processes to establish a pristine file system image and acquire images with changes as prescribed 
in each experiment.  In general, the following steps will be followed uniformly for each 
experiment.  The “steps” include actual command line syntax and references to the CLI and GUI 
tools referenced in this research.  The output files from created by the commands will be the 
source of incremental inspection throughout the analysis section of each experiment. 
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Steps to Baseline File System 
1) Format the target device 
a) Using disk utility, format device, zero once, GPT partition scheme 
2) Acquire an image of the pristine file system for comparison and analysis 
a) sudo dd if=/dev/disk2 bs=4096 conv=sync,notrunc of=clean.dd 
3) Capture a snapshot of the volume header 
a) fileXray --device ../images/clean.dd --volume_header > volheaderclean.txt 
4) Capture an mmls and fls of the pristine volume 
a) mmls clean.dd 
b) fls –r –o 40 –i raw clean.dd 
5) Capture B-tree records in pristine state 
a) Echo “—btree catalog –list_records none” > clean.txt 
b) fileXray --device ../images/clean.dd --btree catalog --list_records none >> 
clean.txt 
c) Echo “—btree extents –list_records none” >> clean.txt 
d) fileXray --device ../images/clean.dd --btree extents --list_records none >> 
clean.txt 
e) echo “—btree attributes –list_records none” >> clean.txt 
f) fileXray --device ../images/clean.dd --btree attributes --list_records none >> 
clean.txt 
6) Capture the allocation bit-map in pristine state 
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a) Echo “—allocation –exhaustive” >> clean.txt 
b) fileXray --device ../images/clean.dd --allocation --exhaustive >> clean.txt 
7) Capture the file system journal in pristine state 
a) Echo “—journal_names” >> clean.txt 
b) fileXray --device ../images/clean.dd --journal_names >> clean.txt 
Steps for File System Change and Analysis 
1) Mount the target device and identify the mount point using the “mount” command in 
Terminal. 
a. /dev/diskn on /Volumes/hfsplustest 
i) Where n is the mounted target 
2) Add or delete a file on /Volumes/hfsplustest using the prescribed method or command 
3) In Terminal change working directory to the location where images are stored 
a. cd ~/Grad\ School/thesis\ materials/research/images/ 
4) Acquire and image of the file system post change 
a. sudo dd if=/dev/diskn bs=4096 conv=sync,notrunc of=changedn.dd 
b. Where n is the identifying number of the changed image 
5) After the image is acquired., unmount the target device to prevent unintentional 
writes. 
a. diskutil unmountDisk /Volumes/hfsplustest 
6) Capture a snapshot of the volume header 
a. cd ~/Grad\ School/thesis\ materials/research/expn 
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b. fileXray --device ../images/changedn.dd --volume_header > 
volheaderchangedn.txt 
7) Capture an mmls and fls of the changed volume 
a. mmls ../images/changedn.dd > expnmmls.txt 
b. fls -r -o 40 ../images/changedn.dd > expnfls.txt 
8) Capture changes to the B-tree records on the changedn.dd image 
a. echo “—btree catalog –list_records none” > changedn.txt 
b. fileXray --device  ../images/changedn.dd --btree catalog --list_records none >> 
changedn.txt 
c. echo “—btree extents –list_records none” >> changedn.txt 
d. fileXray --device  ../images/changedn.dd --btree extents --list_records none >> 
changedn.txt 
e. echo “—btree attributes –list_records none” >> changedn.txt 
f. fileXray --device  ../images/changedn.dd --btree attributes --list_records none >> 
changedn.txt 
9) Capture the allocation bit-map in with changes 
a. echo “—allocations –exhaustive” >> changedn.txt 
b. fileXray --device  ../images/changedn.dd --allocation --exhaustive >> 
changedn.txt 
10) Capture the file system journal with changes 
a. echo “—journal_names” >> changedn.txt 
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b. fileXray --device ../images/changedn.dd --journal_names >> changedn.txt 
11) Analyzed changes to the volume header using DiffFork 
a. ../expy/volheaderchangedy.txt 
b. ../expn/volheaderchangedn.txt 
12) Analysis of mmls and fls changes using DiffFork 
a. ../expy/expyfls.txt compared to ../expn/expnfls.txt 
i) Where y is the number of the previous experiment 
b. ../expy/expymmls.txt compared to ../expn/expnmmls.txt 
13) Analyze steps 8 – 10 (the B-trees, allocation, and journal files) using DiffFork and 
Terminal 
a. /Users/sgware/Grad School/thesis materials/research/expy/changey.txt 
b. /Users/sgware/Grad School/thesis materials/research/expn/changedn.txt 
14) Analyze Catalog Leaf node records added using Terminal and DiffFork 
a. ../expy/expycatalogrecordschangedy.txt 
b. fileXray --device ../images/changedn.dd --btree catalog  --list_records any > 
expncatalogrecordschangedn.txt 
Documenting the file/folder changes when moved to .trashes folder, illustrating new 
file/folder record leaf nodes in catalog B-tree, and illustrating one new file/folder thread record 
to illustrate calculation of absolute path are priorities and necessary to accomplishing the goals of 
this work. 
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Experiments Overview 
This research conducts twelve experiments requiring, on average, sixteen hours each to 
complete.  The following list is a summary of experiments by type; 
1) One experiment formatting the target device  
2) One experiment examining and illustrating a pristine HFS+ volume  
3) One experiment creating the research baseline 
4) Nine observing, measuring, and illustrating change to the file system 
Eleven separate images were captured. The dd command was chosen to create the images 
as follows; 
1) sudo dd if=/dev/diskn bs=4096 conv=sync,notrunc of=changedn.dd 
2) Each image is 2038349824 bytes 
3) Each image took 4.5 minutes to complete on average  
All experiments were conducted in a controlled environment leveraging the repeatable 
process discussed in earlier section.   Experiments were tracked using Microsoft Excel 
spreadsheet called appropriately the “Experiment Tracker”.  The spreadsheet is an informal aide 
to the research that provided necessary organization and the ability to take some notes outside 
the formal research documentation. Note that each step in an experiment was vetted out 
manually on the spreadsheet and executed verbatim.  This includes commands used in Terminal.  
They were copied from the spreadsheet and pasted into Terminal to ensure each experiment was 
executed exactly as designed.  This approach reduced the risk of typing in an erroneous 
command.   Figure 1, below, is an actual clip from the Experiment Tracker, for experiment four. 
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Figure 1: Experiment Tracker Example 
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CHAPTER FOUR: EXPERIMENTS 
Pre-Work. Format the Target Device with HFS+ 
This section provides detail about the first step in the “Steps to Baseline File System” 
above.  Here the target device, a USB thumb drive, is formatted with HFS+ and a GUID Partition 
Table “GPT” scheme. All experiments and research will be conducted on the USB storage 
device identified in Figure 1. The device is a two-gigabyte USB thumb drive connected to a 
MacBook Pro running OS X 10.6.8.  The methodology is outlined below: 
1) Attach device to a USB port on the host 
2) Launch the Apple Disk Utility 
3) Select the physical device 
a) Choose the Erase option 
b) Select Mac OS Extended (Journaled) and provide a volume name 
c) Click on Security Options and select Zero Out Data.  
d) Click Erase 
Analysis 
The result is illustrated in Figure 2 below.  Note the number of files, 40, and folders, 9, 
created by default. Research supports this to be the default count of files and folders when 
formatting a device with a GPT, Master Boot Record or Apple Partition Map when using the 
Apple Disk Utility to format the drive as Mac OS Extended Journaled. 
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Figure 2: Format Target Device 
Examine the Pristine Boot Sector, GPT, and HFS+ Volume Header 
The analysis below is the result of the process followed in the “Steps to Baseline File 
System” section above. Here, the pristine image of the newly formatted device will be examined 
to illustrate key HFS+ core files, volume format, and structural differences or anomalies. 
In this section the pristine image will be opened in WinHex. Following will be an 
examination of the boot sector focusing on the Protective Master Boot Record, PMBR, GPT 
header, and primary partition table default values and structures.  This process will locate and 
examine the HFS+ volume header and identify key data structures and special files, catalog, 
extents overflow, attributes, allocation, and journal in the pristine state.  The steps implementing 
this task will be described in detail in the appropriate section.   
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Analysis 
Examine the boot sector of clean.dd. Sector zero of the GPT partition scheme is a 
Protective Master Boot Record, PMBR. This prevents operating systems that are looking for a 
MBR from writing over the extensible firmware interface, EFI, header in the next sector. Bytes 0 
– 445 are zeros. The only data in this PMBR is the first partition table entry. The partition type is 
“EE” for a GPT partition indicating that the next sector is an EFI header.  We can see this 
illustrated in Figure 3 below. 
 
Figure 3: PMBR First Partition Table Entry 
The next step is to examine the partition table’s default values and structures in physical 
sector 1. The GUID Partition Table scheme is comprised of the GPT header with a size of 512 
bytes, followed by 128 byte partition table entries.  A maximum of 128 entries are possible. 
Parsing the GPT header, we can see, at offset 584 decimal, that the starting block of the partition 
entry array is block 2, or offset 1024 decimal. 
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Figure 4: GUID Partition Table Header 
Looking in logical block addressing, LBA, 2 (physical offset 1024 decimal), we see the 
first entry.  It is the entry for the HFS+ file system, in this example called, “hfsplustest”. The 
partition actually starts in LBA 40.  Thus far, we have parsed the GPT PMBR, parsed the GPT 
header to find the partition entry array, and that first partition entry is pointing, at decimal offset 
1056, to the file system partition in LBA 40.  
Note: On devices such as hard drives that are the primary storage device for a system, an 
EFI System Partition may be in the first partition entry. 
 
Figure 5: GPT Partition Entry 
The next step is to view the device partitions with The Sleuth Kit’s mmls command. The 
illustration in Figure 6 confirms the starting LBA of the file system partition, “hfsplustest”. 
Additionally, the primary structures in the GPT scheme are nicely outlined. 
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Figure 6: Target Device mmls Output 
Having located, parsed, and interpreted the boot sector, GPT header, and first partition 
entry, the next step is to locate and examine volume header for the file system described in the 
first partition entry. WinHex was used to illustrate this.  The volume header, as per Figure 6 and 
the partition map entry in Figure 5, begins at LBA 40. The first 1024 bytes of the volume header 
are reserved space that precedes the actual data of an HFS+ volume header.  
  
Figure 7: HFS+ Volume Signature 
The next step is to parse the HFS+ file volume header and illustrate how pointers to 
special file structures such as the catalog, extents, attributes, allocation, and the journal files are 
implemented. .  Prior to starting, it’s important to cover some important HFS+ concepts.  
Technical Note 1150 at developer.apple.com (2004) tells us the following; 
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1) The volume header contains information about the volume as a whole, including the 
location of other key structures in the volume and is described by the 
HFSPlusVolumeHeader structure defined in TN1150. 
2) Information and data associated with files and folders are organized and stored through 
the implementation of six key interrelated structures; the volume header, catalog file, 
extents overflow, attributes, allocation, and startup file.   
3) The catalog file, extents overflow and attributes file are implemented as B-trees. A 
detailed discussion about B-trees is not within the scope of this research. In brief, “a B-
tree file is divided up into fixed size nodes, each of which contains records, which 
contain a key and some data..” (developer.apple.com, 2008) 
4) The allocation file is a bitmap file and is implemented much like that in other file systems 
where it defines which allocation block in a volume is currently allocated to some file 
system structure or not (developer.apple.com, 2008) 
5) The startup file is primarily used when booting a system that doesn’t have built-in ROM 
support for HFS Plus.  With the focus on this research being conducted on a USB thumb 
drive that will not be used to boot the system we will not discuss this file in detail. 
6) The HFS+ file system maintains information about the contents of a file using the 
HFSPlusForkData structure. There are two such structures, one for the resource fork and 
one for the data fork, are stored in a B-tree file record in blocks known as “extents”.  
Eight extents is the default size of the HFSPlusForkData structure.  If a file requires more 
than eight, the overflow will be located in the extents overflow B-tree.   
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7) The volume header defines a fork data structure for each special file.  We will examine 
the layout of the volume header using WinHex to illustrate. 
The data structures in an HFS+ volume header are clearly identified in both Technical 
Note 1150, developer.apple.com, and within the pages of Amit Singh’s Mac OS X Internals: A 
Systems Approach. Elements that are essential to this experiment will be covered in this research.  
The illustration below, Figure 8, shows how they look within the volume header. The 
HFSPlusForkData structures, within the volume header, are a maximum of 80 bytes each.  Keep 
in mind only the first eight extents are pointed to in the volume header. If there are more, they 
are located in the extents overflow special B-tree file. 
 
Figure 8: HFS+ Volume Header 
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It’s important to note that pointers to extents defined in the volume header are relative to 
the start of the volume.  This includes the 1024 reserved bytes.  The volume logically begins at 
LBA 40 in this experiment.  The volume signature is located at LBA 42.   
For example the catalog file extents array points to a starting block of 14353. Using the 
defined block size of 4096 bytes the decimal offset is quickly determined by multiplying 4096 * 
14353 = 58789888. Understanding the volume starts at physical offset 20480, the starting block 
is located at physical offset 58810368. Again, this is relative to the start of the HFS+ volume at 
offset 20480. 
Another important concept about B-tree files is that the actual B-tree is located in the first 
extent defined in the volume header.  Using the catalog file as an example, the starting block of 
14353 is the first extent of the catalog file and where the first node of the B-tree is located.  The 
data structure at offset 58810368 is the node descriptor for the header node of the catalog B-tree.  
Those structures, along with how to search a B-tree are discussed in detail in TN1150 and 
Singh’s text. 
To conclude this section, we have formatted an USB thumb drive with a GPT partition 
scheme and the HFS+ file system.  A clean, baseline, image was acquired using dd.  The boot 
sector of the image was parsed to determine the partition scheme.  The partition scheme was 
additionally confirmed using The Sleuth Kit’s mmls command. A Protective Master Boot 
Record, PMBR, was observed.  The PMBR was populated with zeros with the exception of one 
partition table entry that indicated a GPT, or, EFI header located in LBA 1.  Parsing the GPT 
header revealed one partition table entry that pointed to a HFS+ partition in LBA 40.  The 
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volume header of the HFS+ volume was examined to reveal pointers to key special files that 
describe the meta-data, B-trees, the allocation bit-map, and a file for startup code if needed. 
Baseline the File System 
This analysis will continue to leverage the output of the “Steps to Baseline File System” 
process and activities.  The goal of this experiment is to inspect the volume header, baseline 
mmls and fls output, baseline the B-tree files, allocation bitmap, and journal information. The 
data on clean.dd will be incrementally compared using these same tools and techniques as we 
move through the various experiments.  For this initial experiment, the steps and activities 
executed are listed below.  It’s important to be clear on the process to establish the baseline. 
Create the Research Baseline 
1) Format the target device    
a) Using disk utility, format device, zero once, GPT partition scheme   
2) Acquire an image of the pristine file system for comparison and analysis 
a) sudo dd if=/dev/diskn bs=4096 conv=sync,notrunc of=/Users/../clean.dd   
3) Capture a snapshot of the volume header    
a) fileXray --device ../images/clean.dd --volume_header > volheaderclean.txt  
4) Capture an mmls and fls of the pristine volume.      
a) fls -r -o 40 -i raw ../images/clean.dd    
5) Capture B-tree records in pristine state    
a) echo “—btree catalog –list_records none” > clean.txt    
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b) fileXray --device ../images/clean.dd --btree catalog --list_records none >>    clean.txt  
c) Echo “—btree extents –list_records none” >> clean.txt    
d) fileXray --device  ../images/clean.dd --btree extents --list_records none >> clean.txt  
e) echo “—btree attributes –list_records none” >> clean.txt    
f) fileXray --device ../images/clean.dd --btree attributes --list_records none >> clean.txt  
6) Capture the allocation bit-map in pristine state    
a) Echo “—allocation –exhaustive” >> clean.txt    
i) b)fileXray --device  ../images/clean.dd --allocation --exhaustive >> clean.txt 
7) Capture the file system journal in pristine state    
a) Echo “—journal_names” >> clean.txt    
b) fileXray --device ../images/clean.dd --journal_names >> clean.txt   
Analysis 
The device used in this step is the same device illustrated in Figure 2.  A USB thumb 
drive, USB serial number UMBZPZ9N4UVF8RHJ.  As a reminder, the device was wiped at 
format using Apple’s Disk Utility. 
1) Capture a snapshot of the volume header 
a) fileXray --device ../images/clean.dd --volume_header > volheaderclean.txt 
b) Figure 9 illustrates the baseline volume header 
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Figure 9: Baseline Volume Header 
2) Capture an mmls and fls of the changed volume 
a) mmls ../images/clean.dd 
 
Figure 10: Baseline mmls 
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b) fls -r -o 40 -i raw ../images/clean.dd 
i) The size of the fls output is such that we will only show significant and relevant 
changes to that baseline moving through this research. 
3) Examine the B-tree files using fileXray to produce a summary of the records in each b-
tee node as output.  This will provide the current node and record count of each B-tree 
file and direct output to a file called clean.txt. Using this method we can baseline the B-
tree nodes and the corresponding meta-data.  The following, Figure 11, is an example of 
the output from the –btree file –list_records none command.  This is essentially the Node 
Descriptor that is defined in detail in TN11550 and Singh’s text.  The output is truncated. 
 
 
Figure 11: fileXray B-tree Node Descriptor 
4) Examine the Allocation bit-map file.  This is the output of a fileXray command and will 
provide a baseline status and detailed illustration of the type of each allocation block in 
this volume. Example output, Figure 12, from fileXray.pdf.  Each row shows up to 64 
allocation blocks. 
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Figure 12: Example fileXray Allocation Bit Map 
a) The illustration in Figure 13 is of the actual allocation bit-map file from the 
experimental volume, hfsplustest as viewed in WinHex.    The starting block is 
defined in the volume header. Each byte represents 8 allocation blocks. 
 
Figure 13: WinHex Allocation Bit Map 
5) Examine the current state of the HFS+ journal buffer.  The journal buffer is a section of 
the file system journal where the transactions reside. This will be the journal baseline 
used to later identify new journal entries associated with adding the new file. 
a) When using the journal buffer data to track changes it is very important to understand 
the entire buffer isn’t in sync with the file system.  The journal header defines 8 byte 
(Uint64) values, start and end, that are pointers to active part of the journal buffer. 
b) Example of output, Figure 14, from fileXray.pdf. This provides an idea of recent file 
system activity. 
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Figure 14: Example fileXray –journal_names output 
Adding a Single File Created by a CLI Tool 
To create the file for this experiment Terminal was used to echo "string” creating exp3.txt 
at file system root directory level 
Analysis 
1) Mounted the target drive and created "exp3.txt", using Terminal, on /dev/disk1 root 
directory 
2) Acquire a physical image of the device following the addition of exp3.txt, changed3.dd 
3) Capture a snapshot of the volume header to compare with experiment 2. Using DiffFork 
will provide an illustrated comparison . 
a) Changed fields include the following.  See figure 15 below for values 
i) modifyDate. This value is not significant as a separate image was created. 
ii) fileCount.   The number of files increased from 40 to 43 
iii) freedBlocks.  Decreased by 5 allocation blocks 
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iv) nextCatalogID. Increased from 87 to 93 
v) writeCount. Increased from 172 to 255 
 
Figure 15: Experiment 3 Volume Header 
4) Capture and analyze an mmls and fls of the changed file system 
a) The Sleuth Kit’s fls command shows the files and directories of the volume before the 
new file is added and after.  The change, exp3.txt, is catalog node ID 92 as illustrated 
in Figure 16 and 17 below. 
i) Before the change 
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Figure 16: Experiment 3 fls before addition of new file 
ii) After the change 
 
Figure 17: Experiment 3 After Addition of New File 
b) The mmls output is normal, meaning, the physical layout of the disk is as expected.  
There is one HFS+ volume and it begins at physical sector 40 
5) The fileXray tool was used to examine the file systems core “special” files and create the 
text file output. DiffFork is used to illustrate and identify changes to the B-tree files, 
allocation bit-map, and journal files.   
a) Output of fileXray --device changed.dd --btree catalog --list_records none 
i) Significant changes from the reorganization of the B-tree, 6 leaf records added.   
See figures 18 and 19 below. 
(1) Leaf node 1 added 4 records.   
(2) Leaf node 4 added 1 record. 
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(3) Leaf node 5 added one record.  
 
Figure 18: Experiment 3 Before Adding exp3.txt 
 
Figure 19: Experiment 3 After Adding exp3.txt 
ii) All of the additional leaf records are not aligned with the added file, exp3.txt.   
Two catalog records are directly aligned with the addition of file exp3.txt. The 
remainders are associated with other file system activity. 
(1) Catalog File Record. Catalog Node identification, CNID, 92 
(2) Catalog File Thread Record. Record 40 in Leaf Node 1 
iii) A detailed view of the new file and file thread records is available using the 
fileXray command “fileXray --device changed3.dd --btree catalog  --list_records 
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any” on both the clean.dd and changed3.dd.  The output of those commands and 
comparison with DiffFork follows in Figures 20 and 21, the file record and file 
thread illustrations are below. 
(1) An observation on the output and viewing of --btree --list_records_any using 
DiffFork is that the node and record numbers are suspect.   
 
Figure 20: Experiment3 exp3.txt File Record 
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iv) Catalog file thread record for newfile.txt 
 
Figure 21: Experiment 3 exp3.txt File Thread Record 
b) The extents overflow B-tree file.  No Changes 
c) The attributes B-tree file. No Changes. 
6) Use fileXray to examine and illustrate significant changes to the Allocation bit-map file. 
a) Output of fileXray --device changed.dd --allocation --exhaustive 
i) Significant change.  Five additional allocation blocks were allocated following the 
changes in experiment 3.  This observation confirms the reduction in freedBlocks 
in the volume header snapshot.  Figure 22 illustrates the allocation before the 
change. Figure 23 shows the change in block allocation after changing the file 
system. 
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Figure 22: Experiment 3 Block Allocations Before the Change 
 
Figure 23: Experiment 3 Block Allocations After the Change 
(1) The next illustration, Figures 24 and 25 are from Apple’s calculator in 
programmer mode.  The binary conversion is visible and confirms the new 
allocation block configuration.  The input to the calculator is from the 
changed.dd image using WinHex. 
(a) WinHex clip from changed3.dd allocation bit-map file. 
 
Figure 24: Experiment 3 WinHex Allocation Bit Map 
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ii) Below is a calculator illustration of a bit-map layout. 
 
Figure 25: Experiment 3 Block Allocation Binary Using Calculator 
7) Using fileXray we can diff the clean.dd volume journal_names output to observe the 
journal transaction associated with the inclusion of the exp3.txt.  See Figure 26. 
a) fileXray --device ../images/changed3.dd --journal_names 
i) Significant changes.  Three new file records and 1 file thread transactions are 
recorded in changed3.txt.  We know one file thread transaction is correct and 
expected.  Four file record transactions are not expected.   Only one file was 
created.  The additional three could be present in the output because the block 
containing exp3.txt could be involved in a separate, unrelated transaction. Refer to 
Baseline the File System step 7 for additional detail about the output. 
 
Figure 26: Experiment 3 fileXray –journal_names 
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Summary 
What changed that has specific relevance to the additional file, exp3.txt?  Note that the 
extents overflow and attributes B-trees were not updated.  The following changes were observed. 
1) Volume Header 
a) modifyDate. This value is not significant as a separate image was created. 
b) fileCount.   The number of files increased from 40 to 43 
c) freedBlocks.  Decreased by 5 allocation blocks 
d) nextCatalogID. Increased from 87 to 93 
e) writeCount. Increased from 172 to 255 
2) Catalog File.  The changes to the B-tree represent all changes to the file system within the 
time it took to create the file and acquire an image.  Several application level files, not in 
scope of this research also changed resulting in B-tree updates. 
a) Leaf node 1 added 4 records.   
b) Leaf node 4 added 1 record. 
c) Leaf node 5 added one record. 
d) The new file, exp3.txt was added as CNID 92 
e) Existing folder, 501, was changed from CNID 24 to 90 
3)  Allocation File  
a) 5 additional allocation blocks appear to have been inserted at 0x006ec7 ending at 
0x006eda. Four of them are contiguous as show in Figure 23. 
b) The rationale for the split allocation is not clear at this point. 
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4) Journal File 
a) Output of the journal analysis shows both the new file record, CNID 92, and file thread 
record, CNID 93 was recorded in the journal. 
Adding a Single File Created by a GUI Tool 
Create a file using a GUI tool such as Apple’s TextEdit at the system root using the 
following steps. 
o File exp4.rtf created and saved.  Content = "experiment 4"  
 Analysis  
1) Analyze changes to the volume header using DiffFork. The two files, 
volheaderchanged3.txt and volheaderchanged4.txt, were compared. 
a) Using DiffFork to provide an illustrated, Figure 27, comparison we can observe the 
following. 
b) Results. The following fields were changed/updated 
i) modifyDate from Mon Aug  1 16:53:14 2011to Sun Aug 14 20:42:27 2011 
ii) fileCount from 43 to 46 
iii) folderCount from 9 to 12 “not including root folder” 
iv) freeBlocks from 459624 to 459621 
v) nextAllocation from 28365 to 28387 
vi) nextCatalogID from 93 to 103 
vii) writeCount from 255 to 327 
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Figure 27: Experiment 4 Volume Header 
2) Analyze the fls and mmls output for experiment 4 using DiffFork.   
a) fls. Compare exp3fls.txt and exp4fls.txt. 
i) Results.  The first illustration, figure 28, shows the organization of the catalog file 
before adding exp4.rtf.  The second illustration, figure 29, shows the catalog file 
after the addition of exp4.rtf. 
ii) After the change to the file system, HFS+ added temporary folders and changed 
the CNID of the 501 folder.  The CNID change is not significant.  It is expected 
behavior when updating a B-tree. 
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Figure 28: Experiment 4 fls Before Change 
 
Figure 29: Experiment 4 fls After Change 
b) Mmls exp3fls.txt and exp4fls.txt. 
i) Results. No change to the mmls output.  The physical layout of the device hasn’t 
changed. 
3) Analyze the B-tree files using DiffFork and Terminal.  The output of the previous 
experiment and the current were compared to examine the changes to the catalog, extents 
overflow, attributes, allocation, and journal files. 
a) Results. Changes of note.  
i) Catalog File.   
(1) Leaf Node 1 from 41 to 49 records 
(2) Leaf Node 2 from 24 from 25 records 
(3) Leaf Node 4 from 33 to 36 records 
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Figure 30: Experiment 4 Catalog File Node Descriptor 
4) Analyze the Leaf Node records added. Compare the two files below using DiffFork 
a) Output of fileXray --device ../images/changed4.dd --btree catalog  --list_records any 
b) Results. 
i) The catalog file record for exp4.rtf is illustrated in Figure 31. Significant data in 
the record includes meta-data and the pointer the file data fork extent. 
ii) The output of --btree catalog --list_records shows the file record of exp4.rtf as the 
10th record in leaf node 2 and the file thread record as the 47th record in leaf node 
0. The data in Figure 30 shows that only 3 records exist in leaf node 0.  This raises 
suspicion about the accuracy of the record/node information on the illustrations 
(from fileXray version 1.1.0) below. Examination of the record in WinHex shows 
the file thread record for exp4.rtf is actually in leaf node 1 and the file record is in 
leaf node 4. 
iii) The incorrect record/node output for fileXray --btree catalog --list_records_any is 
explained in detail in the Validation of the fileXray Tool section for experiment 5. 
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Figure 31: Experiment 4 exp4.rtf File Record 
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c) The file thread record.  Note the thread has a copy of the file record key minus the 
name. 
 
Figure 32: Experiment 4 File Thread Record 
d) Extents Overflow and Attributes files were not changed nor updated. 
e) Allocation File 
i) A net of three allocation blocks were allocated. 
ii) The file system reordered some allocated blocks as shown in Figures 33 and 34 
below 
 
Figure 33: Experiment 4 Allocation File “Before” 
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Figure 34: Experiment 4 Allocation File “After” 
f) File System Journal 
i) Using Terminal to locate the new file, exp4.rtf, in the journal_names output.  
Figure 35 illustrates the additional file record, CNID 101, and its file thread 
record. 
 
Figure 35: Experiment 4 fileXray Journal Changes 
Summary 
This experiment was focused on revealing any significant differences, from a file system 
perspective, when a single file is created from a GUI tool versus the command line. Following a 
thorough analysis of the volume header, catalog records (file and thread), and journal summary 
information, there is no readily discernible difference.   
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Forensic considerations.  Recovery of a deleted file that was created by a GUI tool, 
shouldn’t require special considerations over recovery of a deleted file that was created using the 
command line.  However, there were changes to the file system resulting from the addition of 
exp4.rtf. They are as follows. 
1) The volume header changed.  See the analysis section for details. 
2) The catalog file was modified.  New file and thread records were added to the B-tree in 
Leaf Node 1 (thread record) and Leaf Node 4 (file record) 
a) The catalog B-tree had additional updates that were related to the addition of 
additional files/folders created and modified by the file system and operation system.  
An example are CNID 97 .TemporaryItems folder and CNID 102 journalAttr.4  
While the file system and operating system initiated file changes are not significant 
with respect to the focus of the experiment, they are still observations and may be 
helpful later. 
3) The allocation file was modified.  An additional 3 allocation blocks were allocated in in 
the file system, changed4.dd, since the previous image, changed3.dd. 
4) The file system journal summary information records the addition of the new file as well 
as the multitude of ancillary changes happening within the same timeframe. 
5) The extents overflow and attributes B-tree were unchanged. 
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Adding a Single Folder with a CLI tool 
Create a new, single, folder using a simple method such as mkdir command using 
Terminal. Created a new folder using mkdir at the /Volumes/hfsplustest; mkdir exp5test  
Analysis 
1) Analyzed changes to the volume header using DiffFork 
a) Adding a folder using Terminal had minimal impact on the changes to the volume 
header.  Figure 36 below illustrates the changes.  In summary; 
i) The modifyDate changed to 08/20/1110:39:08 PM 
ii) fileCount increased by1 to 47.  This change doesn’t appear to be directly related 
to the addition of exp5test.  
iii) folderCount increased 1 to 12.  This is the new folder, exp5test. 
iv) freeBlocks decreased by a total of 3 allocation blocks 
v) nextAllocation increased from 28387 to 28392 
vi) writeCount increased from 327 to 379 
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Figure 36: Experiment 5 Volume Header 
2) Analysis of mmls and fls changes using DiffFork 
a) The mmls output for experiment 5 showed no changes to the layout of the partitions 
in the volume /Volumes/hfsplustest 
b) The fls output illustrates two significant changes,.  There are actually four changes, 
however, two of them are ancillary to the actual addition of the folder, exp5test.  
Figures 37 and 38 illustrate the significant changes below. 
i) A file was created. 
(1) .fseventsd/636573378b87aef8 
(2) The folder exp5test was created with CNID 107 
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Figure 37: Experiment 5 fls “Before” 
 
Figure 38: Experiment 5 fls “After” 
3) Analyze steps 8 – 10 (the B-trees, allocation, and journal files) using DiffFork and 
Terminal.   Compare and illustrate changes between changed4.txt and changed5.txt 
a) The catalog B-tree.  Two of the new records below are due to the new fseventsd file 
and the new folder, exp5test.  The remainder is expected when records are inserted 
into a B-tree, it is reorganized, and thus, records are moved between nodes to keep the 
B-tree balanced. 
i) Leaf Node 1 added 2 records 
ii) Leaf Node 4 added 2 records 
iii) Figures 39 and 40 illustrate the catalog file before and after the addition of 
exp5test. 
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Figure 39: Experiment 5 Catalog File “Before” 
 
Figure 40: Experiment 5 Catalog File “After” 
b) Output from the command,  “fileXray --device ../images/changed5.dd --btree catalog  
--list_records any > exp5catalogrecordschanged5.txt” provides the exp5test catalog 
folder record and folder thread record illustrated in figures 41 and 42.  A note of 
forensic significance is illustrated in figure 41. The node number, top of the 
illustration, is reported incorrectly by fileXray version 1.1.0.  The folder record is the 
11th record in the node 4, not node 2.  See the detailed explanation in and analysis in 
the “Evaluation of the fileXray Tool section, experiment 5. 
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Figure 41: Experiment 5 exp5test Folder Record 
 
Figure 42: Experiment 5 exp5test Folder Thread Record 
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c) The allocation file 
i) Three allocation blocks were added to the allocation file between 0x006ec0 and 
0x00eff.  Additionally, other blocks were rearranged, but, not impacting the total 
allocation and number of freeBlocks. Figures 43 and 44 illustrate the changes. 
 
Figure 43: Experiment 5 Allocation File “Before” 
 
Figure 44: Experiment 5 Allocation File “After” 
ii) The journal file 
iii) The new folder record and folder thread records were written to the journal.  
Parent node is 2 with a CNID of 107. This is consistent with the fls output and is 
illustrated below, figure 45,  
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Figure 45: Experiment 5 Journal Changes 
Summary 
This experiment was focused on revealing any significant changes in the file system 
when a single folder is created from the command line. Following a thorough analysis of the 
volume header, catalog records (file and thread), and journal summary information, there was 
minimal activity, as expected, from  incrementally adding one folder at the root level 
Forensic considerations.  The creation of a single folder from the command line doesn’t 
appear to provide specific challenges or provide additional information of evidentiary value. 
The volume header is update as expected.  The catalog B-tree is updated and reorganized 
to accommodate the new folder record and folder thread record.  Allocation blocks were 
appropriately allocated.  The journal recorded the transaction, as there are blocks in the journal 
file documenting the addition of the two new records. 
There were changes to the file system resulting from the addition of exp5test as follows; 
1) The volume header changed.  See the analysis section for details. 
2) The catalog file was modified.  New file and thread records were added to the B-tree. 
Leaf Node 1 added 2 records 
a) One of the new records is the exp5test file thread record. 
3) Leaf Node 4 added 2 records 
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a) One of the new records is the exp5test file record. 
4) The catalog B-tree had additional updates that were related to the addition of additional 
files/folders created and modified by the file system and operation system.  Examples are 
CNID 103, another fseventsd folder. 
5) The allocation file was modified.  An additional 3 allocation blocks were added to the 
allocation file between 0x006ec0 and 0x00eff. 
6) The file system journal summary information records the addition of the new file as well 
as the multitude of ancillary changes happening within the same timeframe. 
7) The extents overflow and attributes B-tree were unchanged. 
Adding a Single Folder Using a GUI Tool 
Create a new folder using Finder menu, File>New Folder, command on the 
/Volumes/hfsplustest. 
Analysis 
1) Analyzed changes to the volume header using DiffFork 
a) Adding a folder using with a GUI, Finder, had minimal impact on the changes to the 
volume header.  Figure 46 below illustrates the changes.  In summary; 
i) modifyDate - Sat Sep  3 16:18:48 2011 
ii) fileCount increased from 47 to 49 
iii) folderCount increased from 13 to 14 
iv) freeBlocks decreased by 4 from 459618 to 459614 
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(1) Change of 4 blocks 
v) nextAllocation increased from 28392 to 28411 
(1) 19 
vi) nextCatalogID increased from 108 to 114 
(1) Change of 6 
vii) writeCount increased from 375 to 415 
(1) Increase of 40 
 
Figure 46: Experiment 6 Volume Header 
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2) Analysis of mmls and fls changes using DiffFork 
a) The mmls output should not have changed.  Using DiffFork the mmls output shows 
no change from the previous experiment. 
b) The fls output does show changes. A summary is listed below and illustrated in 
Figure 47 
i) Two system files were added.  CNID 112 .DS_Store was created under the root.  
Another fseventsd file, CNID 108, was created under the .fseventsd directory, 
.fseventsd/636573378c66035e. 
ii) The .Trashes/folders.501 CNID changed to 110. 
iii) The new folder exp6test was created under the root with a CNID of 113. 
 
Figure 47: Experiment 6 fls “After” 
3) Analyze steps 8 – 10 (the B-trees, allocation, and journal files) using DiffFork and 
Terminal 
a) Evaluate the results of the fileXray command —btree catalog –list_records none 
i) Nodes 1 and 4, both Leaf Nodes in the catalog file increased record counts by 3.  
Node 1 increased to 54 and Node 4 increased to 41 as illustrated in Figure 48 
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Figure 48: Experiment 6 Catalog File 
b) Evaluate the output of the fileXray command --btree catalog  --list_records any.  
Here, the actual record detail will be inspected. 
i) Nothing unusual or inconsistent with observations in experiment 5. The folder 
record and folder thread records are illustrated in Figure 49 and 50 below. 
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Figure 49: Experiment 6 exp6test Folder Record 
 
Figure 50: Experiment 6 exp6test Folder Thread Record 
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ii) The catalog file is the only B-tree changed as a result of experiment 6.  All of the 
changes in this experiment are normal and as expected.  There are no significant 
differences when a folder is created from a CLI or a GUI tool. 
c) Analyze changes to the Allocation file based on the fileXray —allocations –
exhaustive command 
i) Four free blocks were allocated in during the time the device was mounted for 
experiment 6.  See the before and after illustrations, figures 51 and 52, of the 
blocks in range 0x6ec0 - 0x6eff 
 
Figure 51: Experiment 6 Allocation File “Before” 
 
Figure 52: Experiment 6 Allocation File “After” 
d) Analyze the output of the fileXray command —journal_names. 
i) The new folder record and folder thread records were written to the journal.  
Parent node is 2 with a CNID of 113. This is consistent with the fls output and is 
illustrated below, figure 53,  
ii) Forensic consideration.  The journal entries for exp6test show that during 
creation, the folder was originally named “untitled folder”. Both the folder thread 
record and folder record were named as such, then, renamed once exp6test was 
manually entered in Finder. 
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Figure 53: Experiment 6 Journal Changes 
Summary 
This experiment was designed to focus on differences, within the file systems special 
files, from creating a folder with a GUI instead of a CLI tool.  Overall there was only one 
significant difference.  When creating a folder with a GUI like Finder, an untitled folder is first 
created and then renamed.  Observations of this behavior were only evident in the journal files.  
The fls output did not show a separate untitled file, nor did the catalog file. 
This is significant from a forensic perspective in two ways.  First, an investigator will be 
able to use this information in a timeline to understand the sequence of events.  Second, the 
journal holds blocks of both the untitled and renamed folder.  Depending on when the folder was 
renamed, the data and meta-data could be different between the two. 
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Deleting Files and Folders 
In this next series of experiments folders and files will be deleted to observe changes to 
the file systems core, special, files.  This is much like the process in the previous section where 
files and folders were created. 
Methodology 
The methodology in the previous section worked well. The steps for each experiment are 
essentially the same, thus, incremental changes could be singularly compared with the previous 
experiments changes to the file system.    
In this next phase, the goal is to execute exactly the same way, measuring and observing 
incremental changes to the file system.  In the previous experiments, files and folders were 
created both from the command line and Finder.  There was no significant difference when the 
files created through both Terminal and Finder.  The only difference that stands out when 
creating folders through Finder is that the journal file records the transaction creating the 
“Untitled Folder”.  The journal then records the renaming of the file. The parent CNID, folder 
thread record CNID, and the folder record CNID are the same. 
Therefore, in the next series of experiments, how the file or folder was created doesn’t 
appear to be of consequence or significance.  Files and folders will be deleted with both the CLI 
and GUI; however, there will be no consideration pertaining to how they were created.  The data 
in the previous section supports this direction. 
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Delete a Single File Using a CLI 
Delete a file using the Terminal "rm" command on the /Volumes/hfsplustest “cd 
/Volumes/hfsplustest; rm exp3.txt”   
Analysis 
1) Analyzed changes to the volume header using DiffFork 
a) Deleting a file using with the command line, created four changes to the volume 
header. Note that several of the elements that changed when adding files or folders 
did not change when deleting a file.  This could be due to the creation another 
fseventsd file discussed in the next step. 
b) Forensic consideration. The fileCount and freeBlocks didn’t change as expected with 
a deleted file. 
c)   Figure 54, below,  illustrates the changes.  In summary; 
i) modifyDate - Mon Sep  5 16:34:01 2011 
ii) fileCount - no change 
iii) folderCount - no change 
iv) freeBlocks - no change 
v) nextAllocation increased from 28411 to 28417 
vi) nextCatalogID increased from 114 to 118 
vii) writeCount increased from increased from 415 to 449 
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Figure 54: Experiment 7 Volume Header 
2) Analysis of mmls and fls changes using DiffFork 
a) Evaluate the output of mmls. Unchanged. 
b) Evaluate the output of fls 
i) Fseventsd added another file, 636573378da733c4 
ii) The deleted file, exp3.txt, CNID 92, is missing on the fls output.  See the before 
deletion output, figure 55, and after the file was deleted, figure 56. 
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Figure 55: Experiment 7 fls “Before” 
 
Figure 56: Experiment 7 fls “After” 
3) Analyze steps 8 – 10 (the B-trees, allocation, and journal files) using DiffFork and 
Terminal 
a) Evaluate the results of the fileXray command —btree catalog –list_records none 
i) The number of nodes and records didn’t change. 
(1) The fls output shows that CNID 92 is not in the catalog file. 
(2) Is fileXray counting records that are deleted? Observations in previous 
experiments show that the number of records in the B-tree leaf nodes are not 
necessarily an indicator of a change based on user initiated addition or 
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deletion of files, folders, or data.  Rebalancing of the B-tree can impact 
changes to the catalog file based on system events.  For example the 
additional of fseventsd/636573378da733c4 may be the reason no changes to 
record counts were observed. 
b) Evaluate the results of the fileXray command —btree catalog –list_records any 
i) The root folder shows a decrease in the number of files or folders (valence).  See 
Figure 57 
 
Figure 57: Experiment 7 Root Folder Record 
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ii) The file record itself shows deleted from the catalog file.  See Figures 58 and 59. 
 
Figure 58: Experiment 7 exp3.txt File Record “Deleted” 
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iii) The file thread record shows removed from the catalog file 
 
Figure 59: Experiment 7 exp3.txt File Thread Record “Deleted” 
c) Analyze changes to the Allocation file based on the fileXray —allocations –
exhaustive command 
i) Evaluation of changes to the allocation file shows no change to the number of 
allocated blocks. 
ii) The actual allocation order did change without increasing or decreasing the 
number of free blocks. 
d) Analyze the output of the fileXray command —journal_names 
i) The journal shows the file thread and file record deleted from the catalog file.  See 
Figure 60. 
 
Figure 60: Experiment 7 Journal Changes 
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Summary 
This experiment is the first where a file was deleted. The primary focus is to observe 
changes in the file system that is directly or indirectly aligned with the user initiated deletion of a 
.txt file at the root folder level. 
In the volume header, there was minimal change.  The following data changed. 
1) modifyDate - Mon Sep  5 16:34:01 2011 
2) nextAllocation increased from 28411 to 28417 
a) Change increase of 6 allocation blocks 
3) nextCatalogID increased from 114 to 118 
a) Change increase of 4 
4) writeCount increased from increased from 415 to 449 
a) Change increase of 34 
The catalog B-tree did change.  There was a system activity associated with fseventsd. 
The thread file thread record and file record associated with the deleted file, exp3.txt, was 
observed. The allocation file did not have a change in the number of allocation blocks.  The 
contiguous arrangement of the blocks, that are already allocated, did occur. The Journal file did 
record the deletion of both the file thread and file record. 
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Delete a Single File Using Finder “Move to Trash” 
Delete a file using Finder "Move to Trash" command on the /Volumes/hfsplustest using 
the following procedures; 
o cd /Volumes/hfsplustest 
o In Finder, select the file exp4.rtf. Next, right click, select “Move to Trash”  
Analysis 
1) Analyzed changes to the volume header using DiffFork 
a) Moving a file to the Trash created changes to the volume header.  Figure 61 below 
illustrates the changes.  In summary; 
i) modifyDate -  Sat Sep 17 10:45:13 2011 
ii) fileCount increased from 49 to 51 
iii) folderCount increased from - no change 
iv) freeBlocks - no change 
v) nextAllocation increased from 28417 to 28436 
(1) Change is 19 
vi) nextCatalogID increased from 118 to 123 
(1) Change is 5 
vii) writeCount increased from 449 to 516 
(1) Change is 67 
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Figure 61: Experiment 8 Volume Header 
2) Analysis of mmls and fls changes using DiffFork 
a) The mmls output confirms no change for experiment 8 
b) The fls output illustrates changes to the catalog file as a result of moving exp4.rtf to 
the Trash. 
i) The file, exp4.rtf was moved from the root directory to. Trashes/501 directory 
(1) The move was visually confirmed on the image using WinHex.  See the Tool 
Validation Section 
ii) The CNID remained the same, as did the name.  This appears to an instance 
where the entire record has been moved.   
iii) A new file, .DS_Store was created under .Trashes/501 
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(1) CNID 122.  This file is used by Finder to cache information about a 
directory’s content. Singh (2007) 
iv) .Trashes/501 CNID was changed from 116 to 121 
v) See Figure 62 and 63 for an illustration of the changes. 
 
Figure 62: Experiment 8 fls “Before” 
 
Figure 63: Experiment 8 fls “After” 
3) Analyze steps 8 – 10 (the B-trees, allocation, and journal files) using DiffFork and 
Terminal 
a) Evaluate the results of the fileXray command —btree catalog –list_records none 
i) Leaf node 1 record count increased by 4 from 54 to 58 
(1) Validated the exp4.rtf file thread record in both changed4.dd and changed8.dd 
(2) New file threads and records would have been created file system activity 
such as that from, fseventsd, and the creation of .DS_Store 
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ii) No other node values changed.  See figure 64 and 65 below. 
 
Figure 64: Experiment 8 Catalog File “Before” 
 
Figure 65: Experiment 8 Catalog File “After” 
b) Evaluate the results of the fileXray command —btree catalog –list_records any 
i) The root folder shows a decrease, from 12 to 11 files and folders, in the valence 
count. 
ii) Observations on catalog file activity 
(1) Root folder meta-data is updated with changes 
(2) Root folder .DS_Store meta-data is updated 
(a) contentModDate       = Sat Sep 17 10:45:13 2011 
(b) attributeModDate     = Sat Sep 17 10:45:13 2011 
(c) accessDate           = Sat Sep 17 10:44:54 2011 
(3) The exp4.rtf file thread record was modified to reflect the changes in path and 
parent CNID. See figures 66 and 67 below 
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Figure 66: Experiment 8 File Thread Record “Before” 
 
Figure 67: Experiment 8 File Thread Record “After” 
iii) The exp4.rtf file record was moved to node 1 from node 4.  Both the file thread 
and file records now reside in node 1. 
(1) Forensic Consideration.  The accessDate in the file thread record, figure 68 
was the only date or time changed in the move to the trash. 
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Figure 68: Experiment 8 exp4.txt File Record “After Move to the Trash” 
c) Analyze changes to the Allocation file based on the fileXray —allocations –
exhaustive command. 
i) The number of freeBlocks has not changed.  With the rebalancing of the catalog 
B-tree, allocated blocks have been rearranged. 
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d) Analyze the output of the fileXray command —journal_names.  Journal entries from 
before the move and after the move are illustrated.  The journal will keep both until 
overwritten as illustrated in figure 69. 
 
Figure 69: Experiment 8 Journal Changes 
Summary 
Moving the file exp4.rtf to the “trash” resulted in a physical move of the files meta-data 
to another catalog file leaf node. The data was not moved.  Significant changes include; the 
accessDate was the only date and time stamp changed in the file record as a result of the move to 
the Trash.  The parent ID was changed in the file thread record to show the correct path.  The 
journal file, at this point, does have both the original and current transaction blocks making it 
easier to see the differences. 
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Delete a Single File Using Finder “Empty Trash” 
Delete a file using the Finder "Empty Trash" command on the /Volumes/hfsplustest using 
the following steps; 
o Select the Trash icon on the desktop 
o Choose file exp4.rtf. 
o Right click select "Empty Trash" 
Analysis 
1) Analyzed changes to the volume header using DiffFork 
a) Deleting a file using the command line interface created changes to the volume 
header.  Figure 70 below illustrates the changes listed below. 
i) modifyDate - Mon Oct 10 16:10:31 2011 
ii) fileCount decreased from 51 to 50 
iii) folderCount did not change 
iv) freeBlocks increased by 3 from 459614 to 459617 
v) nextAllocation increased from 28436 to 28462 
vi) nextCatalogID increased from 123 to 126 
vii) writeCount increased from 516 to 568 
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Figure 70: Experiment 9 Volume Header 
2) Analysis of mmls and fls changes using DiffFork 
a) mmls output shows no change 
b) fls output shows  
i) An additional .fseventsd file, 636573378e6a245c 
ii) That .Trashes/.DS_Store and exp4.rtf are not in the catalog file. The removed 
entries are as follows.  Each one should have a thread and file record in the 
catalog file that has been removed. 
(1) ++ r/r 122: .DS_Store 
(2) ++ r/r 101: exp4.rtf 
iii) See figure 71 and 72 for before and after fls output 
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Figure 71: Experiment 9 fls “Before” 
 
Figure 72: Experiment 9 fls “After” 
3) Analyze steps 8 – 10 (the B-trees, allocation, and journal files) using DiffFork and 
Terminal 
a) Evaluate the results of the fileXray command —btree catalog –list_records none 
i) Leaf nodes 1 and 4 had record number changes as a result of deletion of exp4.rtf 
and various file system events.  See the details in Figure 73 and 74 below. 
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Figure 73: Experiment 9 Catalog File “Before” 
 
Figure 74: Experiment 9 Catalog File “After” 
ii) As illustrated in the fls output above, two files were deleted. 
(1) exp4.rtf as expected 
(2) .DS_Store in the .Trashes/501 folder was also deleted.  Since this file is 
metadata used by finder, the deletion of this record wasn’t expected. 
iii) With two files deleted, 4 catalog records would be deleted as well 
(1) Two file records 
(2) Two file thread records. 
(a) This will be confirmed in the next step. 
b) Evaluate the results of the fileXray command —btree catalog –list_records any 
i) Originally, in experiment 4, exp4.rtf file thread record was located in leaf node 1 
and the file record was located in leaf node 4. 
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ii) When the file was moved to the Trash, both the file thread record and file record 
were moved to leaf node 1. 
iii) The expectation for this experiment is that the file thread and file records will not 
be found in the catalog file. 
iv) Using WinHex to inspect changed9.dd (experiment 9 image) for the exp4.rtf file 
record, only zeros were found where the file record was in experiment 8.  See 
figure 75 for detail. 
 
Figure 75: Experiment 9 exp4.rtf File Record Zeroed 
v) The experiment 8 location of the file thread record now contains data from 
another record.  The assumption is that the rebalancing of the B-tree reorganized 
the data with leaf node 1 where the records were previously located.  This is 
confirmed in the next section where the freeBlocks in the allocation file have 
increased and realigned. 
c) Analyze changes to the Allocation file based on the fileXray —allocations –
exhaustive command 
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i) The number of free blocks increased due, in part, to the removal of the four files 
associated with the deletion of exp4.rtf.  See figures 76 and 77 below for detail 
 
Figure 76: Experiment 9 Allocation File “Before” 
 
Figure 77: Experiment 9 Allocation File “After” 
d) Analyze the output of the fileXray command —journal_names  
i) The file system journal recorded the deletion records as follows. 
ii) Forensic significance.  The journal file apparently has been changed to show 
deletion for the file even when it had the previous parent record.  Expectations are 
that would show “moved” as in the previous experiment.  See figure 78 for detail. 
Also of note is the missing file path in the journal entries. 
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Figure 78: Experiment 9 Journal Changes 
Summary 
Experiment 9 was focused on the last step of deleting a file by moving it to the trash and 
then emptying the trash.  The results are not unlike the observations in experiment 7 where a file 
was deleted using the CLI tool Terminal.  Allocation blocks for the meta-data are marked as free, 
catalog B-tree is reorganized thus the location the old file record and file thread record are 
essentially filled with data from other records, or in some cases, only zeros.  
There is an observation of forensic significance regarding the journal file and how the 
deletion was recorded or presented in fileXray. See the tool validation section, experiment 9, for 
detail. 
Volume Format Impact to the Journal and Data Recovery 
Any strategy for recovering deleted file and folder data, including meta-data, from an 
HFS+ volume must consider the role of the file system journal.     
As per TN1150, “…The purpose of the journal is to ensure that when a group of related 
changes are being made, that either all of those changes are actually made, or none of them are 
made. This is done by gathering up all of the changes, and storing them in a separate place (in 
the journal). Once the journal copy of the changes is completely written to disk, the changes can 
actually be written to their normal locations on disk. If a failure happens at that time, the changes 
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can simply be copied from the journal to their normal locations. If a failure happens when the 
changes are being written to the journal, but before they are marked complete, then all of those 
changes are ignored.” (Mac OS X Reference Library, 2004) 
HFS + implements the journal as two contiguous hidden files, .jounal_info and .journal, 
under the volume root directory.  The volume header describes the location of the journal 
information block and the journal proper.  The journal info block describes the location and size 
of the journal on the storage device.  The journal is actually two data structures, the journal 
header and journal buffer, and are defined and discussed in more detail within TN1150.  
The journal only protects volume structures and meta-data. It doesn’t protect the contents 
of a fork. (Mac OS X Reference Library, 2004)  Looking at the content of the journal provides an 
opportunity to identify the meta-data of recently deleted files and folders. The general concept 
used to identify potentially deleted files and folder data resident within the journal is described 
by Burghardt and Feldman (2008) 
“The deleted file recovery methodology takes advantage of the 
design and implementation of the journaling to find catalog 
file records that represent files that have been deleted from 
the file system. The journal file contains a copy of all of the 
blocks that are updated in a given transaction, and the 
contents of the journal file are not erased until the buffer 
wraps around and overwrites completed transactions. By 
inference, the journal file will contain copies of catalog file 
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nodes and some of the files within those nodes may no longer 
exist in the active catalog file (i.e., they are deleted).” 
The opportunity for recovery is limited by the size of the journal and volume of file 
system activity.  In general, the journal only keeps accurate information on transactions until 
they are fully committed.  There are other limitations.  The journal buffer is circular and the size 
of the journal, journal header and journal buffer, are static. Once the journal buffer is full, it 
wraps around overwriting older data. 
The functionality to identify deleted files on an active volume through analysis of journal 
buffer data, as stated above, is forensically significant.  But, what if the volume has been 
reformatted? Does the content of the journal buffer persist between formats? These questions are 
valid because when the journal data structures are created, and the journal is resident on the 
volume, it is always located at the same offset and size.  Research shows us that the initial active 
section, which is the beginning of the oldest transaction to the end of the newest, is 914944 
bytes.  Is the “journal slack” empty, or, are the transaction blocks from the previous format 
persisting within the journal buffer? When a file is deleted, the data fork extents remain in the 
volume until overwritten, purposefully or by allocation.  Being able to associate orphaned data 
forks with appropriate meta-data would go a long way in helping to describe and identify even 
possibly recovering all of the data in the event of fragmentation.   
This section of research focuses on the impact to an existing journal resulting from a 
reformat of the volume. Specifically; 
1) Is a brand new journal started each time a device is formatted with HFS+? 
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2) Is it possible to recover file/folder structures, meta-data, from a previous volume format? 
3) Do blocks of data exist, in journal slack (if any) from the previous volume? 
Research was conducted using command line tools, fileXray, and WinHex to document 
the state of the three journal data structures, journal info block (volume header), journal header, 
and the journal buffer before and after a volume reformat. 
Methodology 
In this section lessons learned, tool settings, and images from previous experiments will 
be used. Specifically, this section will leverage the general processes in previous experiments.  
This process has worked well in enabling identification and analysis of incremental changes to 
data structures within the file system.  Additionally, the existing bookmarks in WinHex for the 
layout of the HFS+ core file data structures will continue to be used to facilitate manual 
validation of output from fileXray.  Through previous experiments with the target device, we 
have observed that the core structures tend have the same default offset in the volume at 
initialization.  For example, the HFS+ volume header defines the offset of the journal info block 
that defines the offset and size of the journal (journal header and journal buffer, but, not the 
journal info block). The general process to “measure” the journal for each experiment will be as 
follows. 
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Steps 
1) Mount the target device and identify the mount point using the “mount” command in 
Terminal. 
a /dev/diskn on /Volumes/hfsplustest 
2) In Terminal change working directory to the location where images are stored 
a cd ~/Grad\ School/thesis\ materials/research/images/ 
3) Acquire and image of the file system post change 
a sudo dd if=/dev/diskn bs=4096 conv=sync,notrunc of=changedn.dd 
i Where n is the identifying number of the changed image 
4) After the image is acquired., unmount the target device to prevent unintentional writes. 
a diskutil unmountDisk /Volumes/hfsplustest 
b Where n is the identifying number of the changed image 
5) Capture a snapshot of the volume header 
a cd ~/Grad\ School/thesis\ materials/research/expn 
b fileXray --device ../images/changedn.dd --volume_header > volheaderchangedn.txt 
6) Capture an mmls and fls of the changed volume 
a mmls ../images/changedn.dd > expnmmls.txt 
b fls -r -o 40 ../images/changedn.dd > expnfls.txt 
7) Open the image ../images/changedn.dd in WinHex.  
a Record the data in the journal info block 
i UInt32    flags; 
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ii UInt32    device signature[8]; 
iii UInt64    offset; 
iv UInt64    size; 
b Locate the journal header in WinHex 
i Verify the offset 
c Record the data in the journal header 
i UInt32    magic; 
ii UInt32    endian; 
iii UInt64    start; 
iv UInt64    end; 
v UInt64    size; 
vi UInt32    blhdr_size; 
vii UInt32    checksum; 
viii UInt32    jhdr_size 
8) Capture the file system journal header and journal buffer content using fileXray 
a  echo "WinHex” > changed10.txt 
b vi changed10.txt 
c Copy and insert step #7, above, as is in changed10.txt 
9) Capture the file system journal header and journal buffer content using fileXray 
commands 
a echo “—journal” > changedn.txt 
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b fileXray --device ../images/changedn.dd --journal >> changedn.txt 
c echo “—journal --exhaustive” >> changedn.txt 
d fileXray --device ../images/changedn.dd --journal --exhaustive >> changedn.txt 
e echo “—journal_names” >> changedn.txt 
f fileXray --device ../images/changedn.dd --journal_names >> changedn.txt 
10) Analyze steps 5 through 9. 
a.       Evaluate changes to the volume header using DiffFork 
b.      Evaluate changes to the fls and mmls using DiffFork 
c.      Evaluate changes to the WinHex Journal Info Block and Journal Header manually using Terminal 
d.      Evaluate changes to the output of the following fileXray commands using DiffFork 
i.        “--journal --exhaustive” 
ii.      “--journal_names” 
Baseline and Analyze a Journal 
In this experiment an image is baselined in order to observe incremental change to the 
journal data structures resulting from a volume reformat.   The image from the experiment 
“Delete a Single File Using Finder “Empty Trash”, changed9.dd, is the best candidate for a 
baseline.  That snapshot of the file system is well documented, contains user created data 
structures, folder exp5test and exp6test under the root directory. 
The process to baseline the journal is a truncated version of the overall set of “steps” 
outlined in the methodology section above.  WinHex and fileXray were used to examine the 
changed9.dd journal, document it, and create a file, changed10.txt as a basis to observe 
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incremental changes in subsequent experiments. The sequence of activity is listed below 
beginning at step 5.  Steps 1 through 4, listed in the general process section, are not applicable 
given that an existing image is being leveraged. 
Steps 
1) Capture a snapshot of the volume header 
a) cd ~/Grad\ School/thesis\ materials/research/exp10 
b) fileXray --device ../images/changed9.dd --volume_header > volheaderchanged10.txt 
2) Capture an mmls and fls of the changed volume 
a) mmls ../images/changed9.dd > exp10mmls.txt 
b) fls -r -o 40 ../images/changed9.dd > exp10fls.txt 
3) Open the image ../images/changed9.dd in WinHex 
4) Record the data in the journal info block 
a) UInt32    flags;  00000001 
b) UInt32    device signature[8]; 
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
c) UInt64    offset;  0000000000011000 
d) UInt64    size;  0000000000800000 
5) Locate the journal header in WinHex 
a) Verify the offset;  90112 
b) Record the data in the journal header 
i) UInt32    magic;  784C4E4A 
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ii) UInt32    endian;  78563412 
iii) UInt64    start;  00CC0D0000000000 
iv) UInt64    end;  0034110000000000 
v) UInt64    size;  0000800000000000 
vi) UInt32    blhdr_size;  00800000 
vii) UInt32    checksum;  6FABAD09 
viii) UInt32    jhdr_size;  00020000 
6) Capture the file system journal header and journal buffer content using fileXray 
a) echo "WinHex” > changed10.txt 
b) vi changed10.txt 
7) Capture the file system journal header and journal buffer content using fileXray 
a) echo “—journal” >> changed10.txt 
b) fileXray --device ../images/changed9.dd --journal >> changed10.txt 
c) echo “—journal --exhaustive” >> changed10.txt 
d) fileXray --device ../images/changed9.dd --journal --exhaustive >> changed10.txt 
e) echo “—journal_names” >> changed10.txt 
f) fileXray --device ../images/changed9.dd --journal_names >> changed10.txt 
Analysis 
1) The image Changed9.dd was opened in WinHex.  The journal data structures, journal 
info block, journal header, and the journal buffer were located using preexisting WinHex 
bookmarks in the Position Manager. 
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a) The data structures, journal info block and journal header, in the output of “--journal” 
were compared to the specifications in TN1150 and visually validated with WinHex 
as illustrated in the experiment 10 section of the tools validation section of this 
research. 
Summary 
Creating a baseline of the journal files for this series of experiments is essential to the 
success of the remaining experiments. Using an existing image provided an opportunity to move 
forward using journal based previous file system activity in this research.   
There were three anomalies in the analysis of the fileXray output when validated using 
the TN1150 specifications.  Two data fields in the journal info block, ext_jnl_uuid and 
machine_serial_num and one additional data structure, sequence_num, in the journal header 
were not defined in TN1150, however, they are documented in the open source code, 
hfs_format.h and vfs_journal.h as valid data structures The anomalies are discussed and 
illustrated in the tool validation section of this research. In conclusion the data subject output of 
fileXray with regard to the Journal Information Block and the Journal Header is validated. 
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Volume Format Impact on the Journal 
The goal of this experiment is to format an existing volume, using the target device, 
observe incremental changes with regard to the journal, record and illustrate those changes. 
Through this exercise the questions about transaction persistence from previous journals, within 
the newly formatted volumes journal, can be answered. 
In this experiment the device described in Pre-work. Format the target device with HFS+ 
will be formatted.  The “erase option”, writing zeros to each sector, will not be chosen. 
The output of experiment10, fileXray commands “--journal --exhaustive” and “--
journal_names” will be compared to the same commands executed in experiment 11.  
Differences will be scrutinized for relevance for this experiment as stated above. Below are the 
additional steps added to the beginning of the “general process” in order to facilitate the 
formatting activity required in this experiment. 
Steps 
The target device, a USB thumb drive, is formatted with HFS+ and a GUID Partition 
Table “GPT” scheme using the following steps. 
o Attach device to a USB port on the host 
o Launch the Apple Disk Utility 
o Select the physical device 
o Select Mac OS Extended (Journaled) and provide a volume name 
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Analysis 
2) Analyze steps 5 through 9. 
a) Evaluate changes to the volume header using DiffFork.  Compared the files 
.../exp10/volheaderchanged10.txt and ../exp11/volheaderchanged11.txt.  The 
following volume header fields changed as a result of the reformat. The values are in 
alignment with the default values from experiment 2 when the target device was 
initially formatted. The date and time stamps are an obvious exception.  
i) createDate           = Mon Dec 26 13:11:20 2011 
ii) modifyDate           = Mon Dec 26 13:15:24 2011 
iii) checkedDate          = Mon Dec 26 13:11:20 2011 
iv) fileCount            = 40 
v) folderCount          = 9 /* not including the root folder */ 
vi) freeBlocks           = 459629 
vii) nextAllocation       = 2835 
viii) nextCatalogID        = 87 
ix) writeCount           = 177 
x) An illustration of the volume header below provides a complete picture of what 
changes and remained the same.  See figure 79. 
xi) The journal info block data, journalInfoBlock = 0x10, remained unchanged.  This 
is an expected result. 
xii) Volume Header Experiment 11 (using experiment 11 image changed11.dd) 
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Figure 79: Experiment 11 Volume Header 
b) Evaluate changes to the fls and mmls using DiffFork.  The following mmls and fls 
output, from experiment 10 to experiment 11, files were compared and analyzed; 
../exp10/exp10mmls.txt and ../exp11/exp11mmls.txt and ../exp10/exp10fls.txt and 
../exp11/exp11fls.txt  
i) There were no incremental changes in the partition layout of the target device as a 
result of the reformat.  See figure 80 below 
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Figure 80: Experiment 11 mmls After Format 
ii) With regard to the fls analysis, the reformat essentially reset the catalog file 
hierarchy to the default hierarchy. There is no carry-over of files or folders from 
the previous format.  For example, the fseventsd files, one for each mount of the 
device since experiment 2, were removed as were the user created folders, 
exp5test and exp6test.  See the illustration, figure 81, below. 
 
Figure 81: Experiment 11 DiffFork View of Changes in the Catalog File 
c) Evaluate changes to the WinHex Journal Info Block and Journal Header manually 
using DiffFork.  Compared the “WinHex” and fileXray output of 
../exp10/changed10.txt and ../exp11/changed11.txt.  The illustrations below combine 
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output from WinHex and fileXray for the journal info block and journal header.  The 
fileXray data is represented in decimal.  The WinHex output is used to validate 
fileXray. 
i) Only four fields from the journal info block and journal header changed. The four 
fields are listed below with post format values.  Note that the size of the active 
area in the journal buffer (defined by the start and end values), is 914944 bytes.  A 
forensic investigator would know that the volume has been reformatted by 
observing that value. See Figure 82 and 83 below for detail. 
(1) start                   = 921600 bytes 
(2) end                    = 1836544 bytes 
(3) checksum          = 0x825004d 
(4) sequence_num  = 0x7bedf6 
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Figure 82: Experiment 11 WinHex and fileXray Journal Validation “Before” 
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Figure 83: Experiment 11 WinHex and fileXray Journal Validation “After 
Format” 
d) Evaluate changes to the output of fileXray commands using DiffFork.  The same files 
as in the previous step will be examined here.  Compare the “WinHex” and fileXray 
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output of ../exp10/changed10.txt and ../exp11/changed11.txt.  The focus of this step is 
to observe the nature of the transactions in the journal buffer post format.  Does the 
new journal buffer contain transactions from the previous buffer? This question can, 
in part, be answered at this point.  The focus here will be the journal buffer on the 
changed11.dd image (post format).   
e) As per TN1150, the journal header field’s start and end data structures represent the 
location in bytes, from the beginning of the journal header, to the beginning of the 
oldest to the end of the newest transactions respectively.  This is the journal buffers 
active area and the only data, blocks, that can be considered accurate. 
i) Applying the TN1150 concept above to this research the output of the fileXray 
command “--journal --exhaustive” should show the location of the first block list 
header to be the same as the “start” value in the Journal header.   
ii) The offset of the last block list header should be the same as value the newest in 
terms of bytes from the journal header.  The process to verify is as follows. The 
Journal header in figure 83, above, shows the “start” value to be 921600 bytes 
from beginning of the journal header.  Using WinHex, that offset can be quickly 
located. The journal header begins at physical offset 90112 decimal.  Adding the 
921600 bytes, start value; the first block list header should be at physical offset 
1011712.  The end of the last or newest transaction in the new journal should be 
at physical offset 1926656.   The validation for the assumptions stated above is 
available in the tool validation section for experiment 11. 
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Summary 
This research shows that the active journal buffer area of the new journal, defined by the 
start and end values in the journal header, has a default size when a volume is formatted.  With 
the device used in this research, the size of the active journal area is 914944 bytes.  The journal 
size as defined in the journal header is 8388608 bytes. Subtracting the size of the active area, the 
status of the remaining 7473664 bytes, journal slack, is critical to this research.  If the journal 
hasn’t overwritten the data, there may be some remnants of the previous journal from the 
previous volume indicating a new journal was started, but, artifacts from the previous journal 
may be in the journal slack. 
Using WinHex, the active area of the journal of the newly formatted volume was located 
using a WinHex bookmark. This is possible because the starting offsets are static and the same 
with each volume format. The starting offset and ending offset relative to the beginning of the 
journal header were bookmarked.  Additionally, the end of the journal, header and start of the 
journal buffer, as defined in the journal header was book marked.  Knowing where the active 
area is on the new journal made it simple to inspect both the active area and remainder of the 
journal buffer.  From this inspection the following was observed 
A new journal is created with each format (if journaling is selected as a format option).  
The new journal has a default size of its active area following a volume format.  In the case of 
the target USB thumb drive, the default size of the active area after format is 914944 bytes.  The 
same number, size in bytes, was also observed in the format of a 2.5 inch SATA hard drive. 
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Research also confirms that there are no remains of the previous journal, before format.  
The question of persistent transaction blocks from a previous journal has been addressed.  There 
is no persistence. The journal has a fixed size, defined in the Journal Info Block and is 
implemented as a circular data structure. The buffer active area after format starts 921600 bytes 
from the start of the journal header and ends 1836544 bytes from the beginning of the journal 
header.  The active area is 914944 bytes.  The inactive area from the end of the journal header to 
the start of the active area contains previously committed transactions associated with 
establishment of the current file system.  The remaining 6.552,064 bytes are zeroed.   This was 
confirmed by extracting that block in WinHex and calculating a 64-bit checksum.  See figure 84 
below. 
 
Figure 84: Experiment 11 64 Bit Checksum Validation of Journal Slack 
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CHAPTER FIVE: VALIDATION OF THE FILEXRAY TOOL 
Experiment 5 
In this section we want to use WinHex to manually parse the catalog file and validate the 
folder record and folder thread record meta-data to validate the output of fileXray version 1.1.0  
and DiffFork.   
The exp5test folder record and folder thread record show they are located in Node 2 and 
Node 0, respectively in the output of “--list_records any”.  We know from the output of “--
list_records none”, Node 1 and Node 4 show record number increased.  Why the difference in 
output between the two fileXray commands?  The next step is to manually parse the catalog file 
and visually inspect these new records to verify the node and meta-data. With B-trees, this 
doesn’t necessarily indicate the new folder record and folder thread records are represented by 
the increase.  When B-trees are updated and rebalanced, a node may have an increase in record 
count simply through reorganization. 
How does one find the new catalog records and determine the node or parse the meta-
data?  The sequence is as follows; locate the catalog B-tree, search for the records, calculate the 
node offset, parse the records comparing the meta-data with that show in the fileXray output.  
Calculating the location of a record within a node requires knowledge of the size of a 
node on the volume.  With that data, one can easily calculate the correct node where a record is 
located simply by dividing the difference between the btree starting offset and the record offset 
by the node size.  More on that below 
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Steps to locate the catalog file, parse out the necessary information, and locate the folder 
record and folder thread record for this experiment; 
1) Identify the catalog extent starting block in the volume header of /Volumes/hfsplustest 
a) Open the image, changed5.dd in this case, using WinHex 
b) Locate the beginning of the Volume Header at LBA 41.  Remember LBA 40 is the 
start of 1024 bytes of reserved space. 
c) Within the volume header, the catalog file CatalogFile DataFork data, startBlock is 
defined at offset 21792 decimal and the blockCount is found out offset 21796 
decimal. 
2) Locate and identify the catalog B-tree node descriptor. 
a) The Volume Header defines the blockSize at offset 21544 decimal for the volume.  In 
this case the block size is 4096 bytes. 
b) Multiply the catalog file starting block number by the block size to calculate the 
starting offset of the catalog B-tree relative to the start of the volume, offset 20480 
(LBA 40). 
c) The first 14 bytes of the B-tree make up the Header Node descriptor 
d) The 15th byte is the start of the Header Node header record. 
e) The node size is located at the 19th byte in the header record and is UInt16 in size.  In 
this example, the nodeSize is 0x2000, or, 8192 decimal. See Figure 85. 
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Figure 85: Catalog File Header Node Descriptor 
f) With the starting offset of the Header Node descriptor, thus the start of the btree and 
the nodeSize located, there is enough information to calculate the node of a record 
once located. 
3) Find the folder record and folder thread record. In this step, a search for the folder, 
exp5test will be executed in WinHex. 
a) Select Search from the Menu 
b) Type the file or name into the dialog box 
c) Choose Unicode as the character encoding 
d) Select the box that allows a “hits” list to be produced 
e) Click search 
4) From the list of hit, choose those that have an offset greater than the starting block of the 
catalog B-tree as defined in the volume header.  Some journal hits may show an offset 
that doesn’t make sense relative to the catalog file btree. Ignore them at this point as they 
most likely belong to the journal buffer in an inactive area of storage. 
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5) Once the Unicode name hits, in the catalog file are located, it’s easy to apply the 
appropriate data structure, file thread, folder thread, folder record, or, file record to the 
WinHex display.  Doing so will enable the parsing of the meta-data structures. 
a) This also provides an opportunity to calculate the Node of the record. 
b) Locate the node of the exp5test folder thread record.  
c) The catalog B-tree header node, beginning of the B-tree, descriptor starts at offset 
0058810368 
d) The key for the folder thread record for exp5test is located at 0058821520. 
(1) Based on a Unicode search of the folder name in WinHex 
(2) (0058821520 – 0058810368)/8192 = 1.361 
(3) The record is still within the 1st Node. 
ii) Locate the node of the exp5test folder record 
(1) The exp5test folder record is located at offset 0058845040 
(2) Based on a Unicode search of the folder name in WinHex 
(a) 0058845040 – 0058810368 = 34672 
(b) 34672 / 8192 = 4.232 
(c) The record is located in the 4th Node 
6) At this point, the node has been calculated and meta-data parsed for the exp5test folder 
record and folder thread record.  
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7) The clips below, from the actual leaf nodes as illustrated in WinHex, are exp5test folder 
and folder thread records manually parsed to validate the output and reporting from 
fileXray.   
8) File Thread and File Record Illustrations in WinHex 
 
Figure 86: Catalog Folder Thread Record Illustrated 
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Figure 87: Catalog Folder Record Illustrated 
From the analysis above, the conclusion is that the output of fileXray command “--btree 
catalog --list_records any” output does not show the correct node of the exp5test folder thread 
record and folder record.  The output list the thread record as located in node 0 and the folder 
record in node 2.  The folder thread record is actually located in node 1 and the folder record in 
node 4.  
The author of the tool, Amit Singh, was notified of the test results. He confirmed that 
fileXray version 1.4.5 had fixed the issue. Informal testing, essentially rerunning of experiment 
5, using of the latter version “--btree catalog --list_records any” command validated the authors 
comments.  The correct leaf node is reported.  Apparently, the flink value in the B-tree node 
descriptor was being reported instead of the current node number. 
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Experiment 8 
In this experiment a file was moved from the root folder to the trash using Finder “Move 
to Trash”.    When exp4.rtf was created its catalog file thread record was in node 1 and file 
records in node 4.   When the file was moved to the trash folder, the file thread record was 
modified and remained in node 1.  The offset for the file thread record changed.  The file record 
was modified and moved to node 1 from node 4.  The illustrations below will show the before 
and after of each with corresponding offset in the original image.  Through this, validation of 
fileXray reporting of meta-data through the “--records any” command is partially accomplished. 
The exp4.rtf file thread record from experiment 4, changed4.dd.  The thread record is 
illustrated as it originally was established in node 1. 
 
Figure 88: Catalog File Thread Record Illustrated 
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Below is the original exp4.rtf file record from experiment 4 image, changed4.dd.  The file 
record is illustrated as it was originally established in node 4. 
 
Figure 89: Catalog File Record Illustrated 
The exp4.rtf file thread and file record from experiment 8, changed8.dd after moving the 
file to the trash. 
 
Figure 90: Catalog File Thread Record Move to Trash Impact Illustrated 
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Figure 91: Catalog File Record Move to Trash Impact Illustrated 
Experiment 9 
Experiment 8 moved exp4.rtf to the trash.  Using fileXray “--journal_names” command, 
we have output that shows the file was moved. See figures 92, 93, and 94 below.  The 
appropriate status of the file is applied to each instance of an exp4.rtf transaction in the journal 
file as reported by fileXray. In this case, fileXray output is accurate based on the process for 
experiment 9 and the expected outcome. 
  
Figure 92: Journal Summary of exp4.rtf Before Moving File to the Trash 
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Figure 93: Journal Summary of exp4.rtf After Moving File to .Trashes/501 
 
Figure 94: Journal Summary of exp4.rtf After “Emptying the Trash” 
Experiment 10 
WinHex and fileXray are used to illustrate and compare the output for data structures in 
the journal baseline experiment 10.  The journal info block and journal header are illustrated 
below using both tools.  See clips from WinHex, figures 95 and 96.  Figure 97 is an illustration 
from fileXray combining the two data structures. All three illustrations have been annotated 
using the Apple Preview application. The source image, changed9.dd, is the same for both tools. 
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Figure 95: Journal Info Block Illustrated 
 
Figure 96: Journal Header Illustrated 
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Figure 97: Journal Info Block with Added fileXray Data Fields 
The output of WinHex and fileXray agree, that is, WinHex output validates fileXray 
concerning data journal info block and journal header structures and values as defined in 
TN1150.  However, as we will see below, there is a granularity of detail missing from TN1150 
that is needed to fully validate the fileXray output for this experiment.  The fileXray output is, of 
course, interpreted (correct endian ordering) and formatted in decimal where appropriate.  
Through this research it is clear that TN1150 either isn’t up to date, or, doesn’t actually 
provide the lowest level of detail with regard to defined HFS+ data structures.  As an example, 
the journal info block output of the fileXray command “--journal” presents two additional fields 
with values that are not defined in TN1150, however, they are defined in hfs_format.h. The two 
fields are ext_jnl_uuid and machine_serial_num.  See figure 98 and 99 below. 
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TN1150 definition of the Journal Info Block.  Note the ext_jnl_uuid and machine_serial_num 
fields not included 
 
Figure 98: TN1150 Definition of Journal Info Block Without Added Fields 
The Journal Info Block defined in hfs_format.h illustrating the definition of the ext_jnl_uuid and 
machine_serial_num fields in the C header library. 
 
Figure 99: hfs_format.h Definition of Journal Info Block with Added 
fileXray Fields 
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Additionally, a data structure in the Journal Header the fileXray output called 
sequence_num is presented not defined in TN1150, however, is defined in vfs_journal.h as a 
valid field in the journal header.  See figures 100 and 101. 
 
Figure 100: TN1150 Definition of the Journal Header Without Added Field 
 
Figure 101: Journal Header in vfs_journal.h With Added Field 
In summary, fileXray output with regard to the Journal Information Block and Journal 
Header are validated.  The data structures, not defined in TN1150, are essential in the analysis of 
the journal when it’s resident on the local machine.   A forensic examination of the volume 
journal, or, tool validation attempt would have to understand the implementation of the three data 
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structures above in order to understand the output of a tool that uses those values.  It would be 
considered an invalid output for a tool that doesn’t implement those data structures. 
Experiment 11 
Use WinHex to validate fileXray Journal Info Block and Journal Header output. 
Validate fileXray Block List Header with clip from WinHex.  The physical offset, 1011712 
decimal, is in sync with the start values in the journal header.  See the discussion in experiment 
11. The top section of figure 102 is a WinHex validation of the fileXray output of the first block 
list header in the active journal buffer area. 
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Figure 102: Journal Block List Header Illustrated and Validated 
Validation of fileXray using WinHex to illustrate the “end of the newest” transaction 
block.  The physical offset, 1926656 decimal, is in sync with the end values in the journal 
header.  See the discussion in experiment 11.  Figure 103, below is a WinHex validation of the 
fileXray output of the first block list header in the active journal buffer area.  Figure 104 is the 
fileXray output of the same block list information. 
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Figure 103: WinHex Illustration of the End of the “Newest” Transaction 
 
Figure 104: fileXray Illustration of the “Newest Transaction 
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CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSION 
The primary goals of this research have been to address four areas; Understand and 
document the HFS+ file system data structures, understand and document changes to HFS+ file 
system when file and folders are created or deleted, understand the impact of volume reformat 
the journal and data recovery, and through all this, validation of specific fileXray tool functions. 
The illustrations and associated discussions accomplish the task of providing that visual 
understanding of the HFS+ core data structures and  will add to the understanding of the HFS+ 
file system.  This information is necessary in order to manually locate and inspect the core files 
and journal of the HFS+ file system. 
To accomplish the primary goals, the experiments in this research were focused on the 
changes to the file systems special files, volume header, and any physical changes to the partition 
layout on the target storage device. The details for each experiment can be found within each 
individual section.   
This research did yield observations and reach conclusions that are forensically 
significant in terms of one being able to parse and understand the special files and journal with 
the HFS+ file system. 
 When a file is added or deleted the following changes occur.  The order below is not 
necessarily in the chronological order of change by the file system. Experiments 2 through 11 
provide excellent examples of the changes to the following; 
1) Allocation bitmap. Allocation blocks are updated. 
2) Volume Header fields are changed 
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3) Catalog, Attribute, and Extents Overflow B-trees.  The updating of nodes and records. 
4) Journal File.  The journal is updated with groups of related transactions. 
In addition, this research provided the following observations, facts, and conclusions that 
when examining an HFS+ volume, are of forensic significance. 
1) The number of files and folders created when using the Apple Disk Utility to format a 2 
gigabyte, USB, storage device with a GPT, Master Boot Record or Apple Partition Map 
as HFS+, are 40 and 9 respectively.  This can serve as an indicator of a newly formatted 
volume. 
2) Sector zero of the GPT partition scheme is a Protective Master Boot Record, PMBR.  
Bytes 0 through 445 are zeros. The only data in this PMBR is the first partition table 
entry. The partition type is “EE” for a GPT partition indicating that the next sector is an 
EFI header. 
3) On devices that are the primary storage device for a system, an EFI System Partition may 
be in the first partition entry in the GUID partition table. 
4) The first 1024 bytes of the volume header are reserved space. 
5) The lastMountedVersrion field in the volume header has a magic value of 0x4846534A 
(HFSJ) if the last application to access the volume ensured journal consistency. 
6) The HFSPlusForkData structures entries within the volume header, are a maximum of 80 
bytes each. 
7) The pointers to extents, for core files, defined in the volume header are relative to the 
start of the volumes 1024 reserved bytes. 
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8) String searches for HFS+ file or folder record keys should use Unicode as the character 
encoding.  They are of the data type HFSUniStr255. 
9) An important concept about B-tree files. The actual B-tree is located in the first extent 
defined in the volume header. The first data structure is the type BTNodeDescriptor. 
10) Recovery of a deleted file that was created by a GUI tool, doesn’t require special 
considerations over recovery of a deleted file that was created using the command line. 
11) The file system creates a hidden systems directory called .fseventsd.  Files named 
similarly to /.fseventsd/636573378b87aef8 are created when the target storage device is 
mounted. 
12) The creation of a single folder from the command line doesn’t produce attributes or 
values to consider in a forensic investigation.  The application used to create the folder, 
for example, cannot be determined by examining the changes in the core HFS+ files.  
13) When creating a folder with a GUI, such as Finder, an untitled folder is first created and 
then renamed.  Observations of this behavior were only evident in the journal files.  The 
fls output did not show a separate untitled file, nor did the catalog file. This is significant 
from a forensic perspective in two ways.  First, an investigator will be able to use this 
information in a timeline analysis to understand the sequence of events.  Second, the 
journal holds blocks of both the untitled and renamed folder.  Depending on when the 
folder was renamed, the data and meta-data could be different between the two. 
14) Moving a file to the “trash” resulted in a physical move of the files meta-data to another 
catalog file leaf node. The data was not moved.  The accessDate was the only date and 
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time stamp changed in the file record as a result of the move to the Trash.  The parent ID 
was changed in the file thread record to show the correct path.  The journal file, at this 
point, does record both the original and current transaction blocks making it easier to see 
the differences. 
15) When deleting a file using “Empty Trash” allocation blocks for the meta-data are marked 
as free, catalog B-tree is reorganized thus the location the old file record and file thread 
record are essentially filled with data from other records, or in some cases, only zeros. 
16) There were three anomalies in the journal analysis fileXray output when validated using 
the TN1150 specifications.  Two data fields in the journal info block, ext_jnl_uuid and 
machine_serial_num,  and one additional data structure, sequence_num, in the journal 
header, were not defined in TN1150; however, they are documented in the open source 
code, hfs_format.h and vfs_journal.h as valid data structures. A forensic investigator may 
have to explain, or, understand this fact in testimony or when validating digital forensic 
tools. 
17) The active journal buffer area of the new journal, defined by the start and end values in 
the journal header, has a default size when a volume is formatted. With the device used in 
this research, that size is 914944 bytes. 
18) A new journal is created with each format (if journaling is selected as a format option). 
19) There are no remains of a previous journal.  The question of persistence, with respect to 
transactions from a previous journal buffer to current journal buffer, has been addressed.  
There is no persistence.  
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20) Through all of the changes in the file system meta-data, allocation files, and journal, the 
data forks were not impacted. The data for a file will remain on the disk, in unallocated 
space, unless overwritten or purposefully wiped through an application or hex editor. 
The objective of validating the fileXray commands used in the experiments was also 
accomplished.  With one exception, the fileXray commands defined and executed within the 
eleven experiments of this work were proven through visual validation using WinHex to provide 
accurate output.  The one exception is the output from fileXray command “--btree catalog --
list_records any”. This output does not show the correct node and record number of the folder 
thread record and folder record.  The output listed the thread record as located in node 0 and the 
folder record in node 2.  The folder thread record is actually located in node 1 and the folder 
record in node 4. 
The goals of this research have been accomplished, documented, and illustrated where 
possible.  The information provided within this work will enable a greater understanding of how 
to find and parse the HFS+ special files and journal. 
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